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ABSTRACT
This paper is intended as a survey of the major points in the
debate over land use in Roman Italy in the Late Republic and Early
Empire. The transition from Rome the agricultural backwater to
Rome the international power created a series of social, political,
economic, and demographic changes in Italy, further sparking a
series of struggles over land use that brought down the Republic and
defined the policies and problems of the Empire. Was the Italian
peasant displaced from the land for the benefit of the latifundia and
the wealthy, or did he prosper in the countryside alongside the large
estates? What is the nature of the evidence? Recent archaeological
evidence has suggested new answers to these questions, and new
processual models have been proposed based on that evidence. This
study will address and evaluate both the literary-historical and
archaeological arguments.
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INTRODUCTION
Agricultural practice and land use patterns in ancient Italy
have been discussed from various viewpoints, much of what we
know coming from the works of Cato, Varro and Columella in
conjunction with careful studies of Palladius, the Elder Pliny, the
letters of Cicero and Pliny the Younger, and fragments from later
jurists such as Ulpian, Paul, and Gaius.1 Some information can also be
obtained from the poets such as Horace (Sat. II.7.118, Ep. 1.14.2-3)
and the Georgics of Virgil, but this is often subjective and intended
more as poetic entertainment than as practical agricultural advice or
commentary on land use or ownership. This study is a survey of the
evidence as it pertains to the shift in ownership of land in the Late
Republic from the small-holding "yeoman" farmer to the wealthy
Latifondisti who owned and operated slave-run plantation-style
farms and grand country estates for profit in the Late Republic and
Early Empire. The effects of this shift on agriculture and the
exploitation of arable land will be reviewed, as will the effect, or lack
thereof, of citizen and veteran colonization and settlement from the
Gracchi to Augustus. An exhaustive survey of archaeological
*Mago of Carthage also seems to have been an important source for the
Romans, both on crops and on slave-run plantation-style farming,
though his work does not survive. Excellent summaries of the Jurists
may be found in Frier, B., Landlords and Tenants in Ancient Rome.
(Princeton, 1980) who mostly concentrates on urban lease law, and
DeNeeve, P.W., Colonus (J.C. Giegen, Amsterdam, 1984) who summarizes
the rights and responsibilities of ownership and tenancy in the
countryside during the Empire.
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evidence throughout Italy on the Roman villa is not intended, but it
is hoped that an examination of some of the more important
evidence on this topic will contribute to the study by providing some
physical evidence for land tenure and insight on lifestyle in the
Roman countryside roughly between c. 500 and 2 B.C.
The first point to recognize is that the Italian peninsula is
remarkably varied geologically, with three main zones based on
rainfall and climate: Northern, Central and Southern. Each zone has
its own sub-regions with varying soil types, and the area of
mountainous terrain far surpasses that of arable lowland. Then as
now, agricultural practice depended on climatic and geological
conditions,2 and widely differing soil types allowed for or prohibited
certain types of uses.3 We also possess a greater body of literary and
archaeological information about such regions as Cisalpine Gaul and
the Po River Valley in the North, while we know little for certain
about Bruttium or Lucania in the South.
Taken together these factors pose difficulties in attempting to
provide a complete land use "survey" throughout all of ancient Italy.
As a result, this paper will attempt to provide a general examination
of the evidence without emphasis on one region of Italy to the
exclusion of others. Archaeological investigation, in particular, is
currently being carried out in a number of locations in Central and
South Italy, and its wide geographical distribution and wealth of
2White,
3The

K.D. Roman Farming. 1970,54 ff.
fertile volcanic soil of Campania, for example, is excellent for cereal
production, while the often rocky and uneven soil of Latium primarily
became land for grazing livestock.
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detail limits us simply to the recognition of general patterns,
wherever possible, of agricultural practice and land tenure. Thus
wherever in Italy the pertinent data are discovered, they will be
discussed with minimal emphasis on geographical distribution, and
with maximum emphasis on their meaning in terms of the evidence
as a whole.
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CHAPTER ONE: ANCIENT AGRICULTURE IN ITALY:
THE EARLY PERIOD c. 500-200 B.C.
1. Early Agriculture
That agriculture in early Italy consisted of a combination of
cereal agriculture and pastoralism there can be little doubt (the long
list of literary references to ancient pastoralism, etc. need not be
reviewed here4). In the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. the people of
Latium, and indeed most of Italy, were largely self-sufficient
shepherds and small farmers organized in small communities
(populi) living in close proximity to central villages (oppida), and
sometimes in informal religious or political groups. These oppida
seem to have been numerous in Latium and the Tiber valley this
early, though depopulation, or perhaps more accurately a drift of
population to Rome or to the new centers established by the great
Roman trunk roads beginning in the third century B.C.,5 had largely
depopulated the area by the time of Augustus.6 The Southern coasts
4See

Oliver, E.H. Roman Economic Conditions to the Close of the Republic.
L'Erma, Rome, 1966. Also Varro, RR IDLl, "cum duae vitae traditae sint
hominum, rustica et urbana...antiquior enim multo rustica..."
5Ashby, T. "The Via Flaminia." TRS 11 (1921): 225 ff. and Frederiksen, M.W.
and J.B. Ward Perkins. "The Ancient Road Systems of the Central and
Northern Ager Faliscus" PBSR12 (1957): 67-203.
6Pliny, NH III.5, "ita ex antiquo Latio LIII populi interfere sine vestigiis."
though he offers no explanation for this phenomenon.
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had seen Greek urbanism and trade as early as the eighth or seventh
centuries, and the fertile soil of Campania had facilitated viticulture
and the olive, but the peoples of the interior seem to have felt little
effect from this and continued to practice subsistence farming just as
before.7
Other types of agricultural communities in this period include
the pagus, a small district with perhaps one or two settlements; the
vicus, a small village or hamlet presumably on flat ground; and the
oppida castella, the fortified hill towns. These early towns often
grew up at crossroads (compita).8 Later the Roman road system was
built around this network of country tracks,9 and the compita
probably became the fora or conciliabula, convenient places for
meeting and disseminating information.10 In Italy today crossroads
are convenient meeting places and a series of three or four small
farmsteads may be grouped around such a location, both to share
labor and equipment and to facilitate communication.11 In addition,
the towns of the countryside in Roman Italy were often peopled, just
as today, by artisans and skilled craftsmen and by farmers who
7Frayn,

J. Subsistence Farming in Roman Italy. 1979,17 ff.
W. The Roman Festivals of the Period of the Republic.. 1969,
20 ff. The Compitalia, named for the gathering that took place at
crossroads in January before agricultural labors resumed for the year,
was an important religious rite, apparently of Etruscan origin (ascribed
to Servius Tullius or Tarquinius Priscus).
9Frayn, Subsistence Farming. 37, perhaps originally tracks utilized as paths
to and from winter and summer pasturage
10Frayn, Subsistence Farming. 20-21.
1 iCato, (De Agr. n.5) suggests that one ought to be a good neighbor in order
to make it easier to contract out labor at harvest time. This naturally
implies living relatively close together and suggests an ancient
origin for this arrangement.
8Warde-Fowler,
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worked the surrounding fields, sometimes at a considerable
distance.12
Wheat, or some form of cereal grain, was the primary crop of
the Italian farmer in this period and later. Supplemented by
vegetables, fruits, herbs, and meat from domestic herds or from
game, bread was the staple of the peasant's diet. Cultivation of
wheat and cereal crops probably began in Italy in the Neolithic
period, evidently developing out of the harvesting of wild grains.
Later, wheat cultivation was coupled with a system of alternate
fallowing in which continual plowing of fallow soil kept down weeds
while oxen grazed on stubble and manured the field for the next
crop.13 In the Roman period fallowing was supplemented by the
cultivation of legumes which could be harvested or plowed into the
soil in order to refertilize it. The Romans also practiced combination
cropping (olive trees supporting vines and planted in rows spaced
wide apart to allow for alternating wheat or cereal crops) and careful
crop rotation (e.g., see Vergil, Georg. 1.73 ff.) to keep the soil fertile
and to control weeds and surface roots.14 Some irrigation was also
practiced, and since maintaining soil fertility was a constant
challenge under these conditions,15 the careful husbanding and
12Frayn.

Subsistence Farming. 21 ff., also suggests that the conciliabula
replaced the tribal meeting centers, and that these locations also served
as markets for trade of goods between local farmers. Indeed today in
Italy roving markets travel from town to town in summer to trade goods,
presumably both domestic and agricultural.
13White, Roman Farming. 113.
14White, Roman Farming. 123-124.
15White, Roman Farming. 126 ff., for the relative merits of different
types of fertilizers from the manure of various animals, to blood, to
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application of manure was considered to be extremely important.16
Plowing and other agricultural activities were carried out on a
seasonable basis in Italy, given the often cold, rainy winters and the
summer heat and droughts. White (Roman Farming Appendix B, pp.
194-195) gives a complete farm calendar based on Columella and
Palladius including festivals, plantings, harvests, and vintages.
The olive and the vine are of primary importance in Cato,
Varro, and Columella, since all three of these writers concerned
themselves in one way or another with the "new" agriculture after
the Second Punic War involving slave-run plantations for profit. Oil
and wine were profitable, partly because they could be shipped in
bulk with much greater ease than other products. According to
Columella (RR III.3.8 ff.), 7 iugera required only one vintner, and
generally yielded about three cullei per iugerum (60 amphorae, or
1,572 liters,17 see Appendix A). These fetched a price somewhere
around 300 HSS per culleus, thus bringing in a nice profit which did
not even include the sale of up to 10,000 shoots from his vines
totalling about 3,000 HSS. The profitability of the oletum is less
certain, but on Cato's ideal farm of 240 iugera (De Agr. 1.7) we can
suppose that 13 iugera would be set aside for grain to feed the
slaves, another 15 for grain to feed the animals, another 12 for
seaweed, to bird guano, etc.
Agr. XXXV.9; Varro, RR 1.9.6; Columella, RR n.9.15, etc.
17Pliny, (NH XIV.48-52) claims that good husbandry could bring in a yield of
up to 7 cullei per iugerum, totaling 140 amphorae, over 3,600 liters
per iugerum--See White, Roman Farming. 270. This is clearly an
astounding yield and is probably exaggerated. But, if it is even partly
right the profits from viticulture would have been great indeed.
16CatoDe
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timber or firewood, leaving 200 left for 6,000 olive trees planted 30
feet apart. Production seems to have been around 15 lbs. per tree
per year, making, at 2 lbs. per sertertius, about 45,000 HSS per tree
per year. However, olive trees give a good yield only every other
year so that regular annual profits are not guaranteed. In addition,
the heavy outlay of capital for the land, trees, and machinery of an
oletum, as well as the time required for the trees to mature must be
taken into account. The cost of land is another factor to be
considered, as is that of contracting for labor. But despite these costs,
profits must still have been good.18 Some cash crops (artichokes are
profitable in Italy today) were also grown in gardens (horti) for
trade in the nearest markets, and Varro (RR III.2.15-17), referring to
this as pastio villatica describes how tremendous profits could be had
gardening in this manner near a town, or producing luxury items
such as fruits, flowers for garlands, exotic birds, or perishable goods
such as milk.
The Italian small-holder, on the other hand, grew wheat, millet,
and barley as cereal crops; he grew a variety of vegetables; he
harvested a vast array of wild plants, tubers, and herbs;19 he hunted
game; and he exploited his herd animals for cheese, milk, meat, and
hides, and his poultry for eggs, meat, and feathers. He was as selfsufficient as possible, relying on what he could grow, make, or easily
18White,

K.D. Roman Farming. 390-391 for all the arrangements described
in this paragraph.
19Evans, J.K. "Plebs Rustica." ATAH 5,2, (1980): 135 ff., see also J. Frayn,
"Wild and Cultivated Plants: A Note on the Peasant Economy." TRS
65(1975): 32 ff.
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obtain from his neighbors. What surplus he may have had he could
trade at market, but his efforts were intended less to bring in profit
than to simply provide for his fundamental needs. Thus there is an
important distinction between the "villa economy" practiced quite
often in locations near towns or avenues of transport and the
"peasant economy" usually practiced in hilly or less accessible
regions, areas of poor soil, or locations too distant from roads and
towns to make transport profitable.20
2. Colonization and Expansion
This system of small-holding, self-sufficient farmers seems to
have persisted throughout the Early Republic, although by the fourth
century B.C. change was afoot. Rome had begun to establish herself
as a power in Italy, setting up, in association with her Latin allies, a
number of colonies on conquered territory. The purpose of such
colonies was to provide farmland for citizens, to establish constant
Roman presence in the area, and to watch over important military
roads and districts. Narnia, a Latin colony of 299 B.C. was founded on
the Via Flaminia to watch the agerGallicus in the North. Cosa was
20DeNeeve,

P.W. Peasants in Peril: Location and Economy in Italy in the
Second Century B.C. Amsterdam, 1984,14 ff. This author argues for
applying, with qualifications, the "location model" of von Thiinen
(1826) to Roman Italy. The theory, generally stated, postulates that in
capitalist agriculture, distance from market, hence cost of shipping
and profitability, determine the types of crops or goods produced. In
overland shipping, therefore, bulky or expensive goods such as grain
and timber would be produced closer to a market (Latium) while oil,
wine, cheese, etc. (Etruria, Umbria, Cisalpine Gaul) could, by virtue of
lower shipping costs, be produced further away. Stock raising, since
animals could be herded to town under their own power, could be
practiced at great distances (Apulia, Lucania).
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founded on the coast of Etruria in 273 B.C. to watch for piracy and to
guard the conquered towns of Volsinii and Vulci.21 Both colonies
were based on agriculture, and served to introduce a permanent
measure of Roman culture into conquered territory (parallel to a
modern attempt to "pacify the countryside"). Eventually this policy
of colonization and extension of citizenship and land grants to the
Latins and others would create a group of loyal states without which
Rome would surely have fallen to Hannibal in the late third
century.22
Colonies played an important part in the unification of the
Italian peninsula for all these reasons, and Appian (RC. 1.7) tells us
that, "PwfK&oi Tr|v fTaACctv no^e(xu Kara ncprj x€lTTP°unevoi yrja |xepoc
eXoqapavov kc£ noteia lvwid£ov..." (The Romans, as they subdued the
Italian peoples successively in war, seized part of their land and built
towns on it) or else they "...ooniKct toTc olki£o|A6voic emSiipow if
eninctoKov rf e^juaeow..." (at once assigned it to colonists or sold or
leased it). Thus lands acquired by conquest, typically one third of
the territory of the conquered town, were occupied with colonies and
divided among Latin and Roman settlers. The land that went
unclaimed was declared public land (ager publicus) and could be
farmed or exploited by whoever wished to use it in exchange for a
nominal rent. This was done, according to the historian, "...ec
noXuav6piccv
21Ashby,

tou Itc&ukou Ye'vouc..." (to increase the numbers and

T. "The Via Flaminia", 126 ff. Also, Brown, F. Cosa: The Making
of a Roman Town. 1984.
22Salmon, E.T. Roman Colonization Under the Republic. 1970,126 ff.
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prosperity of the Italian race). By this he means the self sufficient
Italian small-holder. These rents provided a primary source of
income for the state treasury, however, so that it was those who had
capital who laid the most effective claim to the land. Appian
complains also that "...ano Se toutcov d'
to tcSV eepanovTuv -ycvoc

Suvatoi nqxnca^ en>ouTow,

kou.

Tr|v xwpav enXrj0u€, Totfc 6' Ito^wtccc

kooL
aTpamac." (some of the powerful men became very rich and the race
o^YOTrjc Kca Sujotv6pCa Kar€?«xn|3ctve, Tpuxo^£Vouc nevCa T€ Kcd ca^opatc

of slaves grew while at the same time the Italian people declined and
were oppressed by penury, taxes, and military service).
Small-holding Roman farmers, or adsidui who owned their own
land, provided for the Early Republic a strong class of able bodied
soldiers, voting citizens in the tribal assemblies, and their crops a
source of food for the city. There are many legendary Roman adsidui
from times past who were primarily farmers and soldiers, tending to
other public business only when necessary. The dictator Cincinnatus
(458, 439 B.C., Livy 111.26) is said to have owned only 7 iugera,23
three of which he had to sell to pay for the excesses of his son.
Envoys from the Senate found him plowing his fields when they
arrived to tell him of his election as dictator to save the state from
the Aequi. He, of course, mustered an army, saved the state, and
willingly relinquished power, as ancestral tradition required, to
return to his farm. Another such figure is Manius Curius Dentatus
(Pliny NHXVIII. 27-28) who, while eating a simple dinner of herbs
23Pliny

(NH XVIII.3.1) says that 7 iugera was the size of the common farm in
this period.
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on his estate (also of 7 iugera), refused bribery attempts by Samnite
ambassadors.24 Such figures, even if merely invented out of a
Roman love of moralistic teaching by parable, are examples of what
an ancient Roman idealized. They worked with their hands, they
were stout soldiers who cheerfully accepted hardship, they were
loyal to the state, and virtually incorruptible. But regardless of what
they stand for in the moral sense, they also represent what the
Romans understood to be the station and the lot of their ancestors,
particularly of those in the vicinity of Rome. It was these small
farms and humble estates, owned by patrician and plebeian alike,25
that supplied the city with food. Indeed, agriculture in Latium was
very intensive in the early Republic; by the fourth century we
already see evidence of soil exhaustion, deforestation, and erosion
that silted up streams to create the malarial Pomptine Marshes.26
Gras blames soil exhaustion in Latium for the decline of locally
produced grain and the subsequent need for imported grain in Rome
in the fourth century,27 though he rightly rejects the idea that soil
exhaustion, agricultural decline, and a subsequent decline in the
peasantry in Italy in general can be pointed to as a cause for the
24Pliny

(NH XVin.27) makes Dentatus say, "Perniciosum civem cui septem
iugera non essent satis..." (the citizen for whom 7 iugera is not enough
is dangerous.
25Pliny (M/XVHI.27-28, also Columella 1.4) tells us of the consul Regulus who
complained, while on campaign in Africa, that his holding of 7 iugera
was in jeopardy and his wife and children were in danger of starvation
since his overseer had died and his tenant had run off with the
livestock and equipment.
26Frank, T. A History of Ancient Rome. 1938, pp. 60 ff. See also C. Yeo, "The
Overgrazing of Ranch-Lands in Ancient Italy." TAPA 79 (1948):275-9.
27Gras, N. A History of Agriculture. 1946,54 ff.
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decline of the Roman Republic.28 The Italic small farmer in this
period certainly lived a marginal existence in which several years of
crop failure could have been disastrous, but he probably was more
resilient and adaptive than we are given to suppose.29 Furthermore,
we must resist the temptation to conclude that events in Latium in
the fifth and fourth centuries were paralleled in other parts of Italy,
or that generalizations on the fate of the Italian peasant drawn from
the ancient sources, such as Appian, can be accepted without careful
examination. The rural folk of Italy, even in later periods, relied on a
remarkably diverse combination of cereal agriculture, exploitation of
wild plants and herbs, pastoralism, hunting, and barter in the nearby
market places.30 They were mainly self-sufficient family groups
living on small holdings, farmed perhaps with the help of one or two
slaves; although they would have had little surplus available for sale
or barter in the city (even if goods could be shipped to town at a
reasonable cost31), they did often manage to get by with what they
had, and continued, in many cases, to exist alongside the great
estates of later periods.

28Gras,

A History of Agriculture. 54 ff.
J.K. "Plebs Rustica: The Peasantry of Classical Italy." ATAH 5.1
(1980): 35.
30Evans, J.K. "Plebs Rustica: The Peasantry of Classical Italy." ATAH 5.2
(1980): 135 ff.
31Yeo, C. "Land and Sea Transport in the Ancient World." TAPA77
(1946): 221 ff.

29Evans,
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3. Garden Plot Agriculture
Recent excavations at Pompeii tally with Pliny (N.H. XIX.51)
that at Rome the "...hortus ager pauperis erat...", and demonstrate
that a great many agricultural products consumed on a daily basis
within the town were grown not on the surrounding farms but in
small horti cultivated in the gardens of private houses.32 Indeed,
many such gardens were intended for limited commercial
exploitation and profit (even if the profits were comparatively
meager) in addition to a simple means of providing fruits or
vegetables for the family of the house.33 This small-plot gardening
for food and profit in the local markets was highly successful,34 and
in fact provided a significant percentage of the vegetables, fruits, and
other garden crops consumed by the people on a daily basis, as well
as providing an important source of revenue for gardening families.
As at Pompeii, however, the small gardens in Rome could not
feed everyone. Crowded conditions in Rome where land was at such
a premium that insulae, or apartment buildings, were built to unsafe
heights, also would have meant that limited garden land was
32Jashemski,

W. "The Excavation of a Shop-House Garden at Pompeii (1.20.5)."
ATA 81,2 (1977): 217-228. She suggests that this is especially true after
the introduction of aqueducts and a steady supply of water for the town.
Also see DeNeeve on the Location Theory above..
33Jashemski, W. "The Discovery of a Market-Garden Orchard at Pompeii: The
Garden of the House of the Ship Europa." AIA 78,4 (1974): 391-404.
See also her "The Discovery of a Large Vineyard at Pompeii: University
of Maryland Excavations, 1970." AJA 77,1 (1973): 27-42.
34White, Roman Farming. 49 ff. proposes a very high return per man hour
with this method of cultivation, hence the success and great profits
obtainable by producing luxury items—Pastio Villatica, Varro,
RR 111.2.15 ff.

available. Thus much of the grain for bread, the oil, wine, garum, etc.
consumed in the city could come only from nearby farms or locations
with available water transport. Farmers too distant from the city
(say, 50 miles or so) cannot be counted among those providing food
for the urban population. Even as early as the fourth century, Rome
came to depend increasingly on imported grain, supplemented by
products produced nearby or shipped down the Tiber from Southern
Etruria and Umbria. Indeed, cheap grain from Sicily after the First
Punic War (264-241 B.C.) and from Africa after the Second (218-201
B.C.)35 does not seem to have met with any complaints by Roman
farmers about unfair competition.36 This fact suggests a decline in
grain production, except for local consumption, in Italy at least by
the mid-third century and perhaps earlier.

4. The Second Punic War
The social, economic, and political changes experienced in Italy
in the later third century B.C., especially during and after the Second
Punic War (218-201 B.C.), were to change agriculture forever. The
devastation of Italian crops, farms, and livestock at the hands of

35Livy,

XXX.16.11 says Scipio Aemilianus imposed a war indemnity on Carthage
of500,000 modii of wheat and 100,000 modii of barley.
36Frank, T. ESAR. Vol. I, 1927, 92 ff. The tithe of grain from Sicily, actually a
tax rather than some form of war indemnity, was based on the model of
Carthage and the system established by Hiero of Syracuse. Amounting to
something like 1,000,000 modii per year, it provided a significant
proportion of the city's needs.
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Hannibal's army or the Roman legions was of major proportions.37
The extended campaigns fought by the citizen soldiers of Italy
demanded long periods (perhaps 6-12 years) away from their
farms.38 For a small farmer to be absent from his fields for too long
meant disaster. His land would have fallen completely into disrepair
in the several successive years he spent on campaign. If his farm
were not destroyed or his land not taken over by a wealthy
neighbor, it may have been seized for debt and subsequently bought
up by speculators and investors at auction. Even if a farmer did
survive and return to find his land intact he would have required
capital to repair buildings, buy equipment and livestock, and he
would have needed time (a year, possibly two) to put his land back
under profitable cultivation.39 Understandably, many simply gave
up, sold their land, and moved to the city with whatever spoils, if
any, they had managed to save. Others went back into the army,
some others may have helped to found the colonies established
between 200-180 B.C.40 Casualties of war, disease, and famine in
this period had reduced the number of land-holding Roman citizens,
according to census figures, from 290,000 in the early third century
to 214,000 by 204 B.C., and 143,700 by 194 B.C/i Though these
37Frank,

T. ESAR. Vol 1,198 ff.
Conquerors and Slaves. 30.
39Gabba, E. "Ricerche sull'esercito nell'eta della rivoluzione." Athenaeum
29 (1951): 172-173 outlines the process, including stationing garrisons
in the provinces, etc., and suggests that it begins even with the
First Punic War.
40Heitland, W.E. Aericola. 151 ff.
41Yeo, C. "The Development of the Roman Plantation and Marketing of Farm
38Hopkins,
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figures may be criticized by some, they nevertheless tell us of a
population trend away from the land and into decline. Such a trend,
along with the land than now lay deserted,42 must have accelerated
the already extensive shift in land ownership in Italy to the rich.
Despite the resourcefulness of the peasant, many small farmers
in the Late Republic still lost their property to the wealthy. Indeed,
many equites, who had gotten rich lending money to the state or by
being awarded huge state contracts for war materiel or tax farming
in the provinces, now bought land both as an investment and
because of the social benefits of being a land owner and
agriculturalist.43 The senatorial class, particularly the generals and
officers, had enriched themselves as well, mainly with booty.
Limited by convention and law44 to making a living from the land,
they too now bought up large tracts of land at a premium, and in
many cases exploited that land as pasturage for animals, or
cultivated it with the now abundant slave labor flowing into Italy
from Anatolia, Syria, N. Africa, Greece, and Illyria.45 The property
Products." Finanzarchiv 13 (1952): 323. He cites Livy XXXV.9.
IM, 278 describes an "...enormous increase..." in ager pubJicus.
43See Cicero, De Off. 1.42.151 ff. "Omnium autem rerum, ex quibus aliquid
acquiritur, nihil est agri cultura melius, nihil uberius, nihil dulcius,
nihil homine libero dignius."
44The Plebiscitum Claudianum of 219-218 B.C. prohibited senators from owning
any ships capable of carrying over 300 amphorae. The law was still in
force in the 3rd century A.D. (D'Arms, Commerce, p. 5).
45Garnsey, P. "Peasants in Ancient Roman Society." TPS 3.2 (1976): 225,
there were 3 million slaves in Italy in the 1st century B.C., about two
fifths of the population. Brunt, P. IM, 394 reminds us that L. Aemilius
Paullus sold 150,000 people from Epirus into slavery in one year alone.
Gras, A History of Agriculture. 75, note 15, points out that slaves in
the countryside were so numerous that serious slave uprisings occurred
in 196,185, and 139 B.C. The slave uprising in Sicily of 133 B.C. involved
42Brunt,
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qualification for membership in the senatorial class was 1,000,000
HSS at this time, and some claim that the average wealth of the
members of the senatorial class increased from roughly 1,800,000
HSS to 400,000,000 HSS.46
Wherever vast, plantation-style slave-run farms, or latifundia,
arose, it is the Carthaginian model described by the agronomist Mago
that the Roman proprietors evidently adopted.47 Vast tracts of land,
primarily devoted to the vine and olive, or to the raising and grazing
of livestock, were now developed and worked by gangs of slaves
with an eye for profit. These estates often still practiced mixed
agriculture to maintain self sufficiency, but concentrated on one or a
small number of crops for most of their profits. Where towns,
existing before mainly on cereal cultivation and mixed farming,
experienced a significant shift toward animal pasturage or plantation
200,000 slaves, and difficulties in recruitment for the legions to put
down this slave rebellion may have helped to prompt T. Gracchus'
reforms. The slave revolt in Sicily from 103-99 involved another 40,000
slaves, and Spartacus (73-71 B.C.) in Italy must have had over 100,000
followers (Brunt, IM. 285).
46Balsdon, J.P.V.D. T.ifp and Leisure in Ancient Rome. 1969,73.
47Cato the Censor, writing in the mid 2nd century, gives much practical advice
on how to profit from just this sort of farming, though his prescription
for 100 or 240 iugera as the ideal size of such estates may be smaller
than the estates described here. It is to Cato also, that we look for the
traditional view that the pursuit of agriculture is superior to any
other, and that commerce and usury are degrading and vulgar. This
is interesting, however, since Plutarch (GatoXXXI.3 ff.) says that later in
life Cato made money in forest lands, hot springs, fulling
establishments, and pitch making. Further, he engaged indirectly in
shipping by lending the money needed for his freedman Quintio to form
a shipping company of 50 members so that "...his risk was small but his
profits were large." For freedman such as Quintio see Treggiari, S.,
Roman Freedmen During the Late Republic. 1969, 87 ff. See also
Yeo, C. "The Development of the Roman Plantation.", 340, and
Tenney Frank, A History of Rome. 127-8.
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agriculture, decay and depopulation soon set in. This is particularly
true of the South where the latifundia based on livestock seem to
have been the largest.48 Indeed, massive overgrazing of sheep on
the latifundia in Apulia and Lucania was so devastating in the Late
Republic that the land became deforested, and erosion of the soil
silted up rivers, created malarial swamps, and caused a general
depopulation on the coastlines in both regions.49 There seems to be
little evidence that large adjacent plots of land were connected to
form single large properties. It is probable, however, that there
were a number of different farms or estates owned by the same
landlord scattered throughout a region, or indeed throughout all of
Italy.50 Presumably this practice would have taken advantage of
varying climates and soil types in order to avoid being destroyed by
a single natural disaster. Diversification of climate, soils, and
agricultural products from one estate to the next may also have
guarded against unpredictable price fluctuations, gluts, or shortages
of one product or another at any given time. Pliny (Ep. III.19), in
debating whether to buy an estate adjacent to one of his own, says:
"...ne sit incautum rem tam magnam iisdem tempestatibus, iisdem
48Frayn,

Subsistence Farming. 18 ff. This may be what Pliny meant
(M/XVIII.35) by: "...latifundia perdidere Italiam." See also K. Hopkins,
Conquerors and Slaves, pp. 8 ff. on the introd. of slaves for the purpose
of displacing the peasant, and the shift from arable to pasturage.
49Cicero, AdAtt. VIII.3.4., also Yeo, C. "Overgrazing of Ranch Lands in Ancient
Italy." TAPA 79 (1948): 301-302.
50Sextus Roscius of Ameria owned 13 separate farms all along the Tiber
(Cicero, Pro Rose. XX); Pliny the Younger had estates at Laurentum,
Tifernum, and Comum (Ep. HI.19, IV.6); Varro in Apulia, at Reate, and in
Tusculum, and near Vesuvius (RR 1.15, in.3.8, Xin.l); Columella at
Alba, Ardea, and Carseoli (RR IH.9.2). See also Brunt, IM, 745, etc.
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casibus subdere" (It may be incautious to put such a great (amount
of property) under the same storms and the same vicissitudes).

5. An Opposing View
Some reject the thesis that the displacement of the peasantry
in ancient Italy was so pervasive. Indeed, Evans insists that the
peasantry in many parts of Italy continued to exist in much the same
way as always, throughout the transition of Roman Italy from
localized agrarian society to international superpower.51 He argues
quite forcefully that the destruction of the Second Punic War and the
ensuing demographic shift in Italy affected the peasantry less than
previously supposed, and that the decidedly Marxist interpretations
of many modern scholars have repeatedly underestimated the poor
mail's resiliency and ability to adapt to changing circumstances. He
describes in his Appendix B52 the wide variety of exploitable
resources available to the Roman peasant, both cultivable and wild
on the land, as well as the difficulties inherent in making the case for
the displacement of the peasant by the large land owner. He points
out, as have other authors,53 that the shift in the empire from slave
farming to free tenancy tacitly implies a large number of free men
51 Evans, "Plebs

Rustics" ATAH 5.1. (1980): 19 ff.
"Plebs Rustica- ATAH 5.1 (1980V. 170.
53Heitland, W.E. Agricola. pp. 152-153 on the shift away from slave toward
tenant farming under the Empire. See also Columella (RR 1.7.3-4) who
takes the presence of plenty of available coloni for granted, and
Cato (De Agr. 4, 5.4,144.3,145.1, and 146.3) on contract hiring of labor
for the olive harvest etc.

52Evans,
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available as coloni (tenants) or operarii (seasonal laborers) even in
the time of Pliny the Younger (Ep. III.19, VI.30, VII.30, and IX.37).
That these free laborers were plentiful from the second century
through the Empire would certainly seem to suggest that the decline
of the peasantry was not as pronounced as once thought. In addition,
as we shall see, recent archaeological survey and excavation
programs seem to suggest a much higher population density in rural
areas than previously supposed.54
However, Pliny (IX.37) has little to say about his tenants
except that, "...quamquam post magnas remissiones" (despite great
remissions), they have, "reliqua creverunt" (accumulated debts) and
that several "rapiunt etiam consumuntque, quod natum est, ut qui
iam putent se non sibi parcere" (even grab up and consume
whatever is grown, since now they believe that it is no help for them
to save it). Debt must have been a constant problem for the
subsistence tenant farmer. Some of the numerous small farmhouse
sites identified by recent archaeological survey may, in fact, have
belonged to tenants working land owned by someone else. Many
who owned or leased small plots certainly found them insufficient to
provide for their families, forcing them to find seasonal work
elsewhere whenever possible. Others may have lost their lands to a
wealthy landlord who kept them on as renting tenants without
54See

in particular, S. Dyson, "The Villas of Buccino and the Consumer Model
of Rural Development." Papers in Italian Archaeology IV., Malone and
Stoddart, ed's, B.A.R. Series 246, pp. 67-84. See also Kahane, Threipland
and Ward-Perkins, "The Ager Veientanus." PBSR33 (1968): 1-218 and
Dyson, "New Methods and Models in the Study of Roman Country-Town
Systems." AW 2,2 (1979): 91-95.
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expelling them from the land at all.55 Unfortunately, the true
situation may never be completely understood, especially given the
lack of hard evidence concerning the land tenure of the various villa
sites recently excavated. However, for the time being we should
allow, at least in part, for the new evidence and conclude that the
decline of the peasantry in the Late Republic may not have been as
complete as has been suggested by some, and that the rural small
holder in many regions of Italy managed to hang on despite a
widespread shift in land ownership.56
6. Slave vs. Free Agriculture
Some effort has been made to compare Roman slave-run
plantation style agriculture with that of the United States in the
antebellum South,57 though in my view such a comparison is valid
55Horace,

(Sat. H.2.112 if.): Ofellus, a substantial landowner has lost his
land to a soldier Umbrenus, and remains a tenant on his former
property. He and his sons now own none of their possessions, but are
allowed to use them. Thus, no real change takes place except that
ownership of the land, house, furnishings etc. Umbrenus now collects
an income from his new-found property while living in town, See also
Brunt "The Army and the Land in the Roman Republic." The Fall of the
Roman Republic and Other Essavs. 272-3.
56Hopkins, K. Conquerors and Slaves. 15 ff.
His sociological methodology,
that is, examining problems from the standpoint of human behavior,
is worth noting. In addition, he argues for the displacement of the
peasant in favor of the slave based on an effective increase in
agricultural production with slave labor. This increase allowed the
elite, who already controlled most of the state's resources, to expand its
holdings and increase its wealth "...to a level which was commensurate
with its political control over the Mediterranean basin, without having
to exploit the mass of free citizens overtly, except in their traditional
role as soldiers." (p. 13). See also Weber, Max. Die Romische
Aerareeschichte. 1979, 119 ff., on the transfer of ager publicus into
ager privatus, particularly by the laws of 113-111 B.C.
57Stampp, K.M. The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Antebellum South.
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only in the most general terms. Both systems seem to have
similarities, such as vast tracts of land worked by slaves and
producing one or a few crops. Both also seem to have been quite
profitable, and in fact, relatively efficient, though many disagree.58
However, a great deal more data are available about American
plantations than those of ancient Rome, particularly in regard to
specific planting methods, work-gang organization, crop yields for
given years viz. climate and rainfall, and treatment of slaves.59
Making specific agricultural comparisons is, therefore, virtually
impossible. In addition, serious problems impede comparisons of the
relative efficiency of slave agriculture with free farming in the
antebellum South, even given the immense amount of data available
for this period.60 How then are we to compare the efficiency of
1984.
58Genovese,

E. The Political Economy of Slavery: Studies in the Economy and
Society of the Slave South. 1970, allows his personal disgust for slavery
to prevent an objective comparison. Hodges, H. Technology in the
Ancient World.. 1970, blames the slave economy for the lack of
technological development or improvement in ancient Rome, though
this is simply not the case. The Romans pursued a number of
innovations such as experimental wheats, combining crops and soils,
legume rotation to limit empty fallowing, and even harvesting
machines in Gaul (Pliny JVHXVIII.72). See White, Agricultural
Implements of the Roman World. 1967, and "Fallowing, Crop Rotation,
and Crop Yields in Roman Times." AH 44 (1970): 281-290.
59varro, RR 1.17.2 suggests that the vilicus should be older, able to read and
write, and allowed a mate, children, and property (a few animals, etc.) of
his own. Other slaves should be consulted on the work to be done.
He further suggests that words should be used where they can
accomplish the same thing as whips, and that productive slaves should
be rewarded with extra food, clothing, or other favors.
60Fogel, R.W. and S.L. Engerman, Without Consent or Contract: The Rise
and Fall of American Slavery. NY, 1992, try rather unsuccessfully.
M.I. Finley, Ancient Slavery and Modern Ideology. 1980,91-92 insists
that no acceptable comparison can be made.
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slaves to free farmers in ancient Rome with virtually no data? The
answer is that we cannot. Except perhaps for some general
statements about lack of slave productivity and motivation, the
question of whether slave agriculture was more "efficient" or
"productive" than free farming in ancient Italy must remain, for our
purposes, an open one.
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CHAPTER TWO
LAND OWNERSHIP AND VETERAN SETTLEMENT
IN ITALY: THE MIDDLE PERIOD
c. 200 -2 B.C.
The period of the late Republic and early Empire in Italy, for
our purposes roughly from the end of the Second Punic War in
201 B.C. to the Augustan principate, was one of far reaching change,
particularly in regard to land use and agriculture. The processes
begun by the second Punic War continued down to the end of the
Republic and into the Empire, though under Augustus we do not hear
of the effects of social unrest or conflict over land use as suggested
by rebellious tribunes in the assemblies or of senatorial resistance to
agrarian reform measures. Although the Empire brought a measure
of order and calm, it is doubtful that the plight of the poor improved
significantly or that the shift of land ownership into the hands of an
elite few was significantly affected.
1. The Late Republic
Much of the important legislation of the Late Republic revolved
around land reform or the settlement, either viritim or in colonies, of
Roman citizens or Italic allies on the land. Vigorous colonization had
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provided land for the citizens of Rome and Latium in the preceding
period, but now settling the rural poor on their own plots of land,
both for social and political purposes, took on a new importance.
Beginning with the Gracchan period and the precedents set by their
legislation, and continuing into the time of Augustus, the settlement
of citizens, primarily army veterans, on the land became a central
political issue.
2. The Gracchi
After the Second Punic War so much land was unoccupied and
without labor to till it that the state took possession of it. This new
ager publicus, in addition to the old, sat in some cases for decades
without being used at all. It often consisted of cultivated land
deserted by its previous owners or taken from towns who had
supported Hannibal, and was often poorly surveyed or not surveyed
at all. In many places this land was simply taken over and exploited
by squatters, or possessores, who, though they had no official claim
to it, found tacit encouragement by the sate since no machinery was
in place in Rome to remove them.61 Much of this new ager publicus
was officially open to be occupied by rentiers (in precario) without
ownership (dominium) in exchange for a share of their crops or
61 Brunt,

P. IM, 315-316. In all regions of Italy, particularly in the rich
ager Campanus, land grabbers steadily encroached on public land after
211 B.C., due to lack of enforcement of boundaries or confusion over
ownership of land between the Roman state and the Italian towns.
Attempts to check the process in 172, and again in 165 failed, and the
power to settle litigation was given to the Gracchan commission to
deal as swiftly as possible with the effort to resurvey the land and
to settle disputes.
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income. This environment provided both a significant income for the
state treasury and plentiful, cheap opportunities for capitalists to
make their fortunes, particularly for those who abused the system
by moving boundary markers or lying about the extent of their
holdings.62 Labor could be had in the form of slaves at bargain
prices, and vast estates, often acquired less than honestly, grew
rapidly in the hands of the rich, either as ranches for the grazing and
breeding of livestock, or as huge plantation style farms based on the
olive or vine.
The Sexto-Licinian Laws of 367 B.C. had limited the amount of
ager publicus to be occupied by one man to 500 iugera, and were
intended in their time to relieve debts among the plebs.63 There is
some doubt whether they had been effective or enforced for very
long, if at all, but these laws continued to be of some significance in
the Late Republic, and were probably the basis for the land reform
measures of the Gracchi.64 Other efforts at reform include the failed
attempt by Gaius Flaminius in 232 B.C. to pass a bill calling for the
viritane distribution to poor farmers of the agerGallicus taken from
62Heitland,

Agricola. 160 ff. The Senate awarded land in Latium (the
trientabulum) to a number of men who had lent money to the state to
fund the 2nd Punic War as an installment payment on their loans.
Much of this land was used as grazing land for livestock, a fact which
probably contributed to the continuing depopulation of Latium in the
2nd cent, and beyond.
63R.I. Frank, "Ager Publicus and Latifundia." AW 2,2 (1979): 48 ff. claims that
367 B.C. is much too early for these laws, and claims that Livy is
"anticipating" past events based on what he knew to be conditions of
his own time. Rather, the 500 iugera limit would have been set some
time around 300 B.C. when the "...proletarianization of the peasant..."
actually began.
64Frank, T. ESAR. vol. I, 26 ff.
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the Senones in Cisalpine Gaul. In 150 B.C., C. Laelius also proposed an
agrarian law to distribute land to the poor. In his case, however,
opposition was fierce enough to persuade him to drop the idea
without a vote, a prudent move for which he was later called
Sapiens.65
Thus land reform was not a new concept in 133 B.C. when the
young tribune Tiberius Gracchus proposed his measures to put the
people back on the land.66 Born to the nobility, the Gracchi grew up
in a Rome experiencing rapid change. Tiberius observed the drift of
the landless poor in the countryside and into the city (Plutarch T.
Grac. IX.5.1-5), and claimed that the "...9r|pCa Ta Trjv'lTot&ca' v€|ao|xevct
€xa kocI KaToaov ecnxv airruv €Kctcnrip kc£ KaTooSuaeur..." (the

Koii

wild animals roaming Italy have each a den and a bed to lie down
on), while "...urT€p Trfc 'Itc&uxc |xo%o|i€voic kool <oto9i*iokowiv cte'poc koo.
aXtou 6e ouSevoc ji€t€auv, aM aa<a

caaSpuTOL (j€ta tckvcov
nXavwTca Kotl vuv«iKt3v-." (the men who fight and die for Italy enjoy the
Kofi.

light and air, but nothing else, and homeless and unsettled, they
wander with their wives and children). Whether conditions were
this severe is doubtful, and some even suggest less reasonably that
the urban proletariat grew in this period due more to the grain dole
than to economic hardship.67 Since 138, however, a lull in the influx
of booty into Italy had created a shortage of money in state coffers.

65Ross-Taylor,

L. "Forerunners of the Gracchi." IRS 52 (1962): 24.
T. A History of Rome. 1938,194 See also H. Boren. The Gracchi.
1968,52.
67Brunt, P. IM, 77 ff.
66Frank,
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A grain shortage throughout the Mediterranean also threatened
famine in Rome, exacerbating an already serious decline in the
numbers of free men available for conscription.68 Plutarch (T. Grac.
VIII.3.1) claims that the "...€£wa9evT€c a TT€vr)T€c..." (the poor driven
off their land) now became "...out€ toTc orpara'ctg cti npoeu|wuc
napefxov..." (unwilling in military service or in raising children), and

that "...coc toixu tf|v'ltaxav ottoktav okyavSpiou; e^eu9epcov aiaOeoQca.,
SeauMTripiuv Se paicpapiKciav €|xn€nXffaeoa..."

(all of Italy experienced a lack

of free men and was filled with chained barbarian slaves).
While census figures at this time do not reflect a decline in
overall population, a decline in the numbers of free citizen
landowners is evident from the actions of the Gracchi and others.
Brunt attributes this lack of decline in the census figures to a
corresponding increase in the numbers of manumitted slaves
counted now as free citizens by the censors.69 Some, however, claim
that the adsidui, if in decline at all, were not in such serious condition
as has been suggested. Indeed, one scholar claims that inefficiency
in maintaining the rolls allowed many to avoid conscription, and that
Tiberius' legislative program addressed only this lack of military

68Brunt,

P. IM, 78-79. A reduction in the property qualification from 15,000
asses before the 1st Punic War to 4,000 during the 2nd, and a
further
reduction to 1,500 asses in this period to provide soldiers for
the wars in Spain and the slave revolts in Sicily, served to provide
more recruits eligible for service (see L.R. Taylor, "The forerunners
of the Gracchi." p. 22 ff., on the imprisonment of the consuls in 151 B.C.
over unpopular conscription practices), though naturally did nothing
to improve the plight of the poor.
69Brunt, IM, 80 ff.
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manpower.70 While manpower for the army is one key issue here,
social and economic issues were also at play. I find it difficult to
accept that Gracchus would have adopted the revolutionary and even
violent methods he did were he not addressing a very real and very
severe problem. In any case, the rapid decline in the amount of
property required for conscription would have been an unpopular
measure taken only in response to a more serious problem than just
inefficient conscription methods.
Plutarch also tells us (Tib.Gr. VIII.5) that Tiberius, on his way
to Spain to serve as quaestor under Mancinus in 137 B.C., traveled
"...sict Tffc Tuppence..." (through Etruria) and noticed that ".„touc
yewp-yotfvTotc rf v€|ju>vtcic o£k€Toc eneiactktouc koi pappapoie..." (the field
hands and herdsmen living there were foreigners and barbarians).
It was then, says the biographer, that Tiberius conceived of his idea
of agrarian reform as the solution to the problem of population shift
and the declining birthrate among the adsidui. Whether the problem
was actually so extensive as Plutarch suggests may be questioned,
but the story does illustrate that some ancient writers (cf. also
Appian) believed that the displacement of the poor was pervasive in
this period, and that reform was desperately needed.71
Tiberius drafted his proposal in 133 B.C. with the aid of P.
Mucius Scaevola, consul for that year, and of his father-in-law
Appius Claudius Pulcher. They declared that all those holding ager
70Schochat,

Y. "Recruitment and the Programme of Tiberius Gracchus."
Collection Latomus 169, Brussels, 1980, pp. 75-76.
71See also Cicero, (AdAtt1.19) on the necessity of "draining off' the urban
proletariat and repopulating the deserted parts of Italy.
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publicus in violation of the Licinian Law (though Gracchus' proposal
allowed an additional 250 for each son up to two sons72) should have
that land confiscated and redistributed to the poor in small plots.
This proposal, however, did not go before the Senate as the mos
maiorum required. Tiberius must have known he would meet stiff
resistance from the conservative Senate, so he took it before the
tribal assembly without prior senatorial approval. Though this was
technically constitutional, it had not been done since before the
Second Punic War, and it both angered his opponents and violated a
tradition (based on precedent) of proposing legislation in the Senate
first.73 Tiberius then had M. Octavius, a tribune under pressure from
the "oligarchs", removed from office on a vote of the assembly
because Tiberius could not persuade him to rescind his veto of the
proposal. In essence, Gracchus had convinced the plebs to "recall"
Octavius so that the bill could pass. This was a potentially dangerous
precedent which threatened to give an ambitious tribune of the plebs
power not only to propose legislation at will, but to use his position
to coerce other state officials into compliance and to enforce an
effective mob rule.74
72Frank,

T. An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome. 1959, vol. 1, pp. 215 ff.
The allowance for up to 1000 iugera of public land (there is no mention
of privately owned land) does suggest that these large estates had
become vast indeed.
73Ross-Taylor, L. "Forerunners of the Gracchi." p. 22, and Boren, H. The
Gracchi, pp. 59 ff.
74Henry Boren and Tenney Frank both defend this action as technically
acceptable under the role of the tribune as strictly established in the
constitution, and on the ideological grounds that the people must have
the freedom to sweep aside any tradition when new legal precedent is
needed.
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The assembly voted to remove Octavius from office the next
day and the Lex Sempronia Agraria was enacted. A commission of
three men consisting of Gracchus himself, his younger brother Gaius,
and Tiberius' father-in-law Pulcher, was established to assign the
land in plots of 30 iugera or less.75 In addition, the commission was
to disburse funds to the small farmers for start-up expenses out of
the money left by the death of Attalus III Philometor, king of
Pergamum, who had bequeathed his kingdom to the people of Rome
in the same year.
Gracchus had violated, or come very close to violating, three
fundamental principles of the Roman constitution. The tribune of the
people was originally intended only to provide protection for
individuals, not to propose legislation, though certainly he had
acquired that right The proposal to "recall" another elected official
who stands in the way of that legislation was without precedent and
must have frightened senatorial conservatives. However, the direct
circumvention of the Senate in handling the Pergamene windfall was
without doubt beyond the legal boundaries of Tiberius' powers as
Tribune. Nonetheless, Gracchus acted because he saw a need for
reform not only on ideological grounds but for purely practical
reasons as well. The Republic needed landed, property-owning
citizens in the country-side who could vote in the assemblies,
provide income for the treasury, and be conscripted into the army.76
75Keppie,

L. Colonization and Veteran Settlement in Italv: 47-14 B.C.. British
School at Rome, 1983, pp. 91-92. There is some evidence that plots
around Luceria were of 10 iugera.
76Frank, T. ESAR. vol. 1, p. 217, see also note 47.
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In addition, the farmers at work in the field would help to produce
locally grown food, and thus decrease the threat of famine. At the
same time, fewer people registered on the annona within the city
would have obvious cost benefits while simultaneously reducing
hardship and the risk of riots. His proposal was not revolutionary;
his methods of carrying it past otherwise insurmountable opposition
were, and those methods set the revolutionary precedent of
obtaining a desired result in the comitia by mob extortion.
Tiberius certainly felt that his acts were in the best interest of
the Roman state, and were intended for the preservation of the mos
maiorum rather than for its destruction.77 Nevertheless the
opposition did not and could not agree, and when he decided to run
for the Tribunate again the next year, once again at least a
questionable act under the Lex Villia of 180 B.C., he "...galvanized the
opposing oligarchs to violent reaction."78 In the midst of the crowded
Forum on election day Scipio Nasica, one of the leaders of the
opposition, led an impromptu mob against Tiberius who, despite his
own throng of followers, was beaten to death in the ensuing riot. His
body and the bodies of his supporters were thrown into the Tiber
that night, and a special tribunal was established to try and execute
many of the Gracchans who had survived the riot.
Tiberius' actions, particularly his blatant abuse of the power of
the tribunate to thwart the will of the Senate, are an enigma to
modern historians. Here was a young man born into one of the most
77Boren,
78Boren,

pp. 59 ff.
p. 63.
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respected noble families of Rome. He had the aid and support of a
circle of influential senators (though his actions must have alienated
them) who sought to claim power in the Senate in part by instituting
land reform. With patience and wise policies he might have been
able to carry his program without mob rule or violence. According to
Plutarch (T. Gr. VII) it was Tiberius' rash unwillingness to
compromise or to work within the system that led to disaster. With
the support of reformers in the Senate led by the Scaevolae it may
have been possible to persuade the Senate to permit some form of
land redistribution. Whether this was possible or not, the land
commission was allowed to function for several years afterward.
This testimony to the popularity of the program also suggests the
political dangers inherent in its immediate abolition. By 129 B.C.,
however, the commission was populated with senators, and though
the Lex Sempronia Agraria remained active for a time, its effects
were essentially halted in a few years.79 The Senate regained control
of the legacy of Pergamum, and it was left to the younger Gaius
Gracchus to institute land reform if it was to be done at all.
Gaius was elected to the tribunate for 123 B.C., and proposed a
series of bills along much the same lines as his brother. Economic
conditions had improved little by the mid 12O's.80 and Gaius
79Frank,

T., History of Rome. 224 ff., cites census figures for the year 121/120
B.C. and proposes a 20% increase in the number of citizens. Brunt, IM,
81 ff. points out that many of those now added to the rolls went
uncounted previously since they had no property, lived in the country,
and probably wished to avoid conscription. Their addition to the rolls
must have occurred as they were awarded plots of land.
80Boren, 90.
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introduced a Lex Frumentaria for the sale of grain at very low prices
to the poor, presumably to win the support of the urban proletariat.
Generally the plebs urbana had little interest in agrarian reform but
their votes in the tribal assembly would be necessary. Gaius had
roads and granaries built, and he employed many in his public works
projects. In addition, he prosecuted and had exiled two men who
were involved in the special court that had tried and executed many
of Tiberius' supporters. Finally, he passed a law restoring the power
of the land commission taken away in 129.81
Embittered by the treatement of his brother, Gaius openly
thwarted the Senate by adding 300 equites to their number (Plut.
C.Gr. V.3) and by now placing only equites on juries in cases of res
repetundae (the Lex Iudiciaria).82 Gracchus was then elected tribune
for the following year, and began to carry out a land reform program
that continued, even down to 118 B.C., to award plots of land to as
many as 50-70,000 citizens.83 He distributed land on a viritane basis
and also established colonies, both inside Italy and outside. One was
placed on land won from Carthage in 146 B.C.84 However, after his
death in 122 B.C. in a riot after he failed to gain election to a third
tribunate, a law was passed permitting these previously inalienable
plots of land to be sold. Appian (BC 1.27) tells us that now the law
SlBoren, 94-95.
82Badian, E. Foreign Clientale. 250, ff.
83Frank, T. ESAR. vol. I, 221.
84Erank, T. ESAR. vol. I, 245 (proposed by the Lex Rubria of 123/2 B.C.).
These allotments evidently were quite large (200 iugera), and
approximately 6,000 men were to be settled here with full rights of
citizenship.
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failed, and that "...o Srjuoe depowc anai/rav €€€tt€tttwk€i..." (the people's
land was taken completely from them).
Finally in 118, by the Lex Thoria85 the distribution of land was
halted, all ager publicus occupied by Gracchan settlers was declared
private property, and those occupying the remaining ager publicus
were required to pay rent, the income from which, it was promised,
would be distributed to the poor. The rent was later abolished by
the law of a tribune evidently doing the bidding of the Senate, and
within a few years the land program of the Gracchi was dead.
The Gracchi failed to establish any sort of lasting land reform in
Italy, or to alter the shift of land ownership from small farmer to
large land owner, perhaps because of their willingness to resort to
extra-constitutional measures to achieve their goals. Though the
precedents they set for exceeding the boundaries of law for their
own ends proved to be dangerous for the state, they did manage,
albeit briefly, to reduce the numbers and plight of the urban poor by
resettling them on their own farmlands. The Gracchi, Gaius in
particular, also sought to establish colonies toward this end. either by
choosing already existing settlements, in Italy or abroad, and settling
a group of coloni there alongside the local population,86 or by

85Cicero

(Brutus 36.136) calls this the Lex Acilia, which is possibly to be the
name preferred for this law, cf. Hugh Last, CAHIX, 1962,40 ff.
86Frank, T. ESAR. vol. I, 218 ff. A colony was placed on confiscated land near
Tarenturn and Fregellae in Italy, and in N. Africa at Scolacium and
another near Carthage. The Liber Coloniarum, a 4th cent. A.D.
compilation of sites of colonies, lists 40 places as Gracchan colonies,
mostly in the South, though there is no way to verify the list, or how
many people were settled in these places.
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creating chartered colonies from scratch on unoccupied land.87 In
doing this and making the transactions inalienable for a number of
years the number of small farmers was probably increased (the
precedent would also prove to be important in the next century).
But after the land became saleable the evidence shows that the
number of small holders decreased rapidly.88 Pressure to sell must
have been great, especially given the inability of the small farmer to
compete with the great land owner, and the huge disparity between
rich and poor continued, checked perhaps only temporarily.89
3. Gaius Marius
The role of Gaius Marius in the shift of land ownership and
land use has two important considerations--the reform of legionary
recruitment and the settlement of army veterans on the land as a
bonus upon discharge from military service. Marius had the
precedent of Gaius Gracchus, both in relying on the mob in Rome for
political support in his quest for office, and in establishing mixed
colonies of both Roman citizens and Italic allies. Gracchus also left
the precedent for the use of political power, even force, in the
attempt to overthrow or undermine the senatorial aristocracy.
87Frank,

T. ESAR. vol. I,220.
T. ESAR. vol. I, 221.
89Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves. 53 ff. The large estates, with many times
the capital, could naturally withstand years of consecutive crop
failures, price fluctuations, etc. One estimate (pp. 56-57) proposes
that 600 senators (not to mention knights) would have owned enough
land to feed 800,000 peasant men, women, and children. Though these
figures are mere estimates, they illustrate the vast disparity in wealth
between the classes.
88Frank,
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In a continuation of an already established program of
lowering the property requirements for conscription, Marius set the
tone for the establishment of the "professional" armies of the first
century B.C. For the first time proletarii without property were
conscripted into the legions, creating armies which would prove more
loyal to their generals than to the state, and which eventually
brought down the Republic.90 He also established the important
practice of resettling his veterans on plots of land after service,
partly as a means of inspiring loyalty in the field, and partly as a
pension scheme to inspire continued loyalty in his veterans after
discharge.
No one can dispute the ability of Gaius Marius as a soldier and
leader. His exploits on the battlefield won him fame, the hand of
Julia (aunt of C. Julius Caesar) and six consulships between 107 and
100 B.C. As a politician, however, Marius remains an enigma. After
his consulship of 101, Marius joined forces with L. Appuleius
Saturninus and C. Servilius Glaucia, both active enemies of the
senatorial class and accomplished orators who had supported Marius
in the consular elections in 102. The plan seems to have been to
equalize as much as possible the Roman plebs with the senatorial
elite, and to extend political privileges to the Italic allies. Such a
program was based on the "mob rule" model of Gaius Gracchus in
intent, but now Marius' veterans were to provide the crucial element
that Gracchus lacked twenty years before-armed force.91
90Brunt,

IM, 82 ff.

91Mommsen,

T. A History of Rome III. P.W. Dickson, transl., NY, 1898, 464 ff.
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The equites were returned to the magistracies they had lost
after Gracchus was killed, and were to be given expanded powers as
jurymen in trials of res repetundae. A grain distribution law was
passed, and grants of land were proposed for colonies of veterans
and Italic allies in Gaul, Sicily, Sardinia, Africa, and Macedonia; these
would each be given the ius Latinum.92 Though most of these
colonies never seem to have gotten off the ground, Marian colonies in
Africa and Sardinia were established and seem to have succeeded, as
attested by the cognomen Mariana associated with them.93
Once these acts were carried difficulties arose between
Saturninus, a capable but violent and often reckless demagogue, and
Marius, a man who sought recognition by the aristocracy above all,
and who lacked the ability to control his political allies. Saturninus'
ruffians soon alienated the equites, who believed that Marius
intended to put total power in the hands of the mob-a frightening
thought among the moneyed classes of any rank. In addition, Marius
blundered when he allowed Saturninus to force the Senate to swear a
public oath of compliance with his agrarian law. In addition, the
attempt to give expanded rights to the Italic allies allowed the
aristocracy to quickly alienate Marius from the urban plebs who
were always jealous of their citizenship rights. Finally, the random
violence of Saturninus and Glaucia forced Marius to act, and he had
Excerpt from Kagan, D., ed. Problems in Ancient History: Vol II. The
Roman World. MacMillan, NY, 1966, 218 ff.
92Brunt, P. "Italian Aims at the Time of Social War." The Fall of the Roman
Republic and Other Essavs. Oxford, 1988,93-143.
93Badian, E. Foreign Clientale: 264-70 B.C. Oxford, 1978,202 ff.
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to forcibly suppress the very people who had supported him. The
Senate's gratitude did not last long, and with the exception of his
brief return to power with Cinna in the 80's, Gaius Marius all but
disappears from the scene.
Nevertheless, Marius had established two important
precedents. He had begun the practice of promising land to landless
soldiers as a means of winning loyalty, and of then settling veterans
on land after discharge. Sulla followed this pattern on a much larger
scale 30 years later, and it became so common that soldiers came
eventually to expect a plot of land after their term of service. In
addition, Marius drastically lowered or altogether eliminated the
property qualification for legionary service and had actively
recruited volunteers whose motive for joining the army was simply
that, despite the dangers, the army offered a means of living and the
chance for booty or spoils. The effect of this is often exaggerated, but
it undoubtedly provided an environment in which soldiers were
more likely to show loyalty to their general than the state.
These new "professional" armies are often thought of as
primarily made up of mercenaries, though conscription did
continue.94 Even if they accepted discharge from the army, veterans
still depended on their former general and his ability as a politician
to provide them with their promised allotments or praedia.95
94Brunt,

P. IM. 82.
P. "The Army and the Land in the Roman Revolution." The Fall of
the Roman Republic and Other Essavs. 1988, 240 ff. Points out that
soldiers, recruited from country districts (the urban proletarii were
rarely used in the army, and only in times of emergency), were trained

95Brunt,
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Marius' veterans were willing to use force to support their general,
particularly to protect their promised land allotments, and the story
is the same later as well.96
4. Sulla
Much has been written on the subject of L. Cornelius Sulla. He
was an outstanding soldier, and his character dominates the history
of Italy in the early years of the 1st century B.C. He played a major
role in the Roman victory over the Numidian king Jugurtha, and he
commanded a Roman army in the field during the Social Wars. This
conflict between Rome and her Italic allies is a complex matter that
concerns us little here, except to say that after fierce fighting in
91/90 Rome yielded and granted citizenship to all the socii Italici.
Sulla won the consulship for 88 for his services in the Social
Wars, and he was given command of the army that would campaign
against Mithridates VI of Pontus. In the same year, however,
P. Sulpicius Rufus, tribune of the plebs, proposed a series of
proposals attacking the Senate, one of which was the transfer of
command of that army to Marius. Sulla appealed to his troops, and
probably persuaded them that the booty to be won in the East would
be taken from them if Marius were given command.97 In any case
farmers who wanted land, not just cash. Indeed, how much simpler it
would have been to provide them simply with a cash donative than to
struggle, often with violence, against senatorial opposition to provide
them with plots of land.
96Badian, E. "Marius the Roman Politician." Excerpted in Xagan, Problems
in Ancient History. Vol. II: The Roman World.. 1975,239.
97Brunt, P. IM> 300. Sulla may have passed laws entitling his men to
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he induced them to march on the city, and for the first time in
Rome's history a general overtly used the army to further his own
political agenda. Sulpicius was killed, Marius escaped to Africa, and
Sulla, left in Rome with six legions, put through a series of bills to
strengthen the Senate until his return from the impending Eastern
campaign.98
But Sulla's departure the next year soon left the Senate at the
mercy of Cinna, another demagogue and enemy of the optimates.
Marius returned and his men embarked on a campaign of murder
and terror against Sulla's supporters that eventually forced Cinna to
act to stop it. A few days into 86 Marius died, however, and Cinna
and his party were left in power to continue, among other things, the
enrollment of the Italic allies into the citizenship.
Sulla prosecuted the war in the East with the same cruelty and
vindictiveness for which he is famous, and his return in 83 B.C. set
off yet another series of civil wars. Sulla's victory, with the help of
M. Licinius Crassus and Gn. Pompeius Magnus, led not to peace,
however, but to further butchery as he proceeded to murder his
enemies and sell their property for the cash needed to settle his
veterans on the land and to support his regime. Appian
(5CI.95.442) claims that 40 senators and 1,600 equites were
proscribed by Sulla. Velleius Paterculus (IX.2.1) proposes a figure of
4,700. Plutarch quite reasonably claims (Sulla XXXI.5) that many
land allotments upon their return from the East, though this is
uncertain.
98Scullard, H.H. From the Gracchi to Nero.. 72 f f .
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were declared outlaws and killed as much for their wealth as their
political opposition to the dictator. Personal and political enemies
alike were eliminated simply by adding their names to the
proscription lists. Sextus Roscius of Ameria was murdered in the
streets of Rome and his name was added to the lists afterward. Two
of his kinsmen and Sulla's freedman Chrysogonus were in the plot,
and in order to avoid being found out they accused the younger
Roscius of patricide (Cicero, Pro Roscio). Roscius owned 13 farms
along the Tiber (Pro Rose. XV.20) worth some 6,000,000 HSS, and it is
easy to guess why his land was coveted.
The agents of Sulla and doubtless Sulla himself enriched
themselves in this way, and by the sale of confiscated property at
auction at ridiculous prices (Roscius' farms were bought by
Chrysogonus for a mere 2,000 HSS), sometimes not paid at alL"
Cicero accused Oppianicus of obtaining the property of the wealthy
men of Larinum in this way (Cluent. 188); Crassus is said to have
amassed great wealth by buying estates cheap at auction or not
paying for them at all (Plut. Crass. II); and Catiline profited as well
(Sallust, Cat. XXXVII.6). Lepidus also seems to have grown rich
plundering proscribed estates, and Sulla's wife Metella also bought
up estates in this period, and made her son Scaurus extremely
wealthy (Pliny, NHXXXVI.24.113, calls her proscriptionum sectrix).
Sulla also took land in large blocks from various towns that had
supported the "Marians", and distributed it in plots to his veterans.
"Brunt, P. IM. 303.
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Both as a means of revenge and of supporting his regime in Rome,
Sulla planted large groups of men in colonies where they could offer
each other mutual support, and where they could be quickly
remobilized if need be. In addition, large numbers of Sullan
veterans, planted on land formerly belonging to his enemies, were
intended to discourage revolt or sedition. Appian (BC 1.96,100,104)
claims that 23 legions, roughly 120,000 men, were planted in such
colonies, while Brunt suggests a much smaller 80,000. In fact, only
five of the 23 legions under Sulla in 79/78 had served with him in
the East. The rest were recruited in 83/82 during the civil wars and
may simply have been returned to their home towns. If this is the
case, then, even 80,000 would be too high.100
What effect did the Sullan settlement have on the shift of
ownership of land into the hands of the wealthy? Probably very
little. The widespread sale of confiscated estates at auction, coupled
with the placement of large numbers of veterans back on the land,
would naturally imply that much land changed hands in this period.
It is doubtful, however, that much of the property taken because of
its value was broken up and distributed to veterans. It is much
more likely that these proscriptions simply transferred ownership of
estates from one set of wealthy land owners to another. In the same
way, the settlement of veterans on land confiscated from "Marian"

100Brunt,

P. IM.310-311.
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towns seems to simply have replaced one set of middling or small
holders with another, even less successful group.101
Sullan colonies are expressly attested at Arretium, Faesulae,
Pompeii, and Praeneste, and the Liber Coloniarum (232.1, 232.3,
237.5) also seems to suggest Capua, Calatia, Suessula, and perhaps
also Nola in Campania and Clusium in Etruria. Spoletium,
Interamnium, and Florentia may also be Sullan colonies, but the
uncertainty of the information in the Liber and efforts on the part of
some towns not to be remembered as Sullan colonies make it difficult
to positively identify any but a few examples.102
The failure of Sulla's veterans as farmers is another issue
worth addressing. It is alleged, on the one hand, that many of the
followers of Catiline in 63 B.C. were failed Sullani whom love of
luxury and wastefulness, long terms of service in the army, and the
excitement and glory of battle had made unfit for the patient,
backbreaking labor of the farm.103 On the other, it must be
remembered that economic conditions in the 70's and 60's B.C. were
101Brunt,

P. IM. 304-306. See in particular Brunt's refutation of Kromayer's
thesis that large estates were, in fact, broken up and distributed to
veterans. The effect of removing experienced farmers from their land
and handing it to veterans probably had the short-term, and even the
long-term effect of actually decreasing agricultural production in these
regions.
l°2piutarch (Sulla XXXII.5) says that Praeneste petitioned the emperor Tiberius
to be reinstated as a municipium with limited rights rather than be
remembered as a Sullan colony with full rights of citizenship. See also
L. Keppie, Colonization and Veteran Settlement. 1983, 8 ff. for a full
discussion of the epigraphic evidence and the problems associated with
the Liber Coloniarum.
103Gabba, E. Athenaeum 29 (1951): 209 ff. Who also states that the evidence
from Pompeii suggests that Sulla's veterans must have sold
out quickly, perhaps without making any attempt to farm there at all.
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not particularly conducive to small farming, and the slave revolt of
Spartacus, the uprising of Lepidus in Etruria, piracy, or simply bad
luck in getting poor land to farm (cp., paludes et silvas, Sallust, Or.
Lepidi, XXIII) certainly contributed to the failure of many of these
men. Further, many of Sulla's soldiers would have been recalled to
or volunteered for the army in the 70's, or fallen into debt through
"...no fault of their own."104
In any case, though a few must have succeeded as farmers,
some even climbing into higher social strata within a few years, most
failed in agriculture, and soon were without land or too deep in debt
to succeed. That the settlement of 80,000 or so veterans on the land
does not represent a corresponding increase in the number of small
farmers in this period now seems true. In addition, the increase of
the latifundia was not checked at all; it,may even have been
accelerated given the likelihood that whole estates were sold to new
owners, and that the low prices would have enabled some to
accumulate truly vast holdings.105 Sulla's grants of land to his
veterans were meant as a means of controlling or punishing his
enemies and supporting his own power as much as a method of
winning the loyalty of his army. It seems doubtful, therefore, that
104Brunt,

IM.311.
was able to mobilize a considerable numbers of clients and
dependents from his holdings as was L. Domitius Ahenobarbus who
promised some 4,000 men before the outbreak of the civil war in 49
that in exchange for their loyalty he would give them 40 iugera each
from his own estates. That he would have 160,000 iugera to give out,
or even that his men would believe that he did, suggests vast
holdings indeed. See P. Brunt, "Two Great Roman Landowners."
Latomus 34 (1975): 619 ff.

105Catiline
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Sulla, as a firm supporter of the Senate and the optimates, had 'land
reform', or a program of land distribution to the poor for the benefit
of Italy, in mind when settling his veterans. Indeed, senatorial
opposition to land reform measures continued to be adamant in this
and later periods. Under Marius, soldiers came to expect land as part
of a pension upon discharge from the army. Under Sulla, their land
was granted, but at great cost, making later resistance to pensioning
veterans with land even more intense. Until the Empire, therefore,
soldiers would have to rely on the political skills of their generals to
carry such programs in the face of opposition.
5. Caesar
Uncoerced, the Senate could not be counted on to support land
allotments, and even when it promised land to Pompey's veterans
upon his return from the East in 62, and Pompey had voluntarily
disbanded his army (Cicero, De Leg. Agr.11.54), the Senate tried to
back out on its word. Caesar had to resort to the violent use of
Pompey's veterans in 59 B.C. to ram through a lex agraria that would
provide land for them.
Rullus' agrarian bill of 63 B.C. was opposed in the Senate by
Cicero, partly out of the orator's fear of the power to be given to a
"commission of ten" to sell property whenever and wherever they
wished for whatever price they deemed fit (De Leg Agr. 11.10 ff.). In
addition, Cicero claimed, though this is clearly only rhetoric, that the
proposed colony at Capua would make the town Rome's rival in Italy
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(De Leg. Agr. 1.6.19 ff.). Nevertheless, Cicero spoke approvingly (De
Leg. Agr. II.5106) of previous land reform efforts, and says
(Ad Att. 1.19) that with diligence: "...et sentinam urbis exhauriri et
Italiae solitudinem frequentari posse..." (both the dregs of the city
might be drained off and the deserted parts of Italy might be
repopulated). Nevertheless senatorial conservatism continued to
resist agrarian reform, though Cicero was not alone in believing it
necessary.107
Caesar's legislative program of 59 B.C. empowered 20
commissioners to distribute land in much the same way as the bills
of Rullus and Flavius, though he used Pompey's 25,000 veterans to
force his bills through. At first his program excluded Campania and
the ager Volaterranus, and his commissioners were to purchase land
from willing sellers at fair market value to be paid for from the
booty brought in by Pompey's campaigns.108 Later, in an addendum
to the law, ager publicus in Campania was included, perhaps to settle
20,000 citizens with three or more children on plots of 10 iugera
(Cicero, Ad Att., 1.16). The law, in fact, probably called only for a

106MacKendrick, P. "Cicero, Iivy, and Roman Colonisation." Athenaeum 32.
1954, 223 ff. on Cicero's overall position on land reform and the
programs of the Gracchi, of Rullus, and of Caesar.
107Brunt, IM, 312-313. In conjunction with his agrarian reform, Caesar
also reduced the number of recipients of the grain dole from 320,000
to 150,000 (Suet., Caes. XLI.3), and settled some 70-80,000 poor citizens
and veterans overseas in Africa or Spain.
108Brunt, IM, 313 ff.
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settlement of up to 20,000 while not that many were actually settled
there.109
Due to the complexity of combining land purchase from willing
sellers, presumably in widely scattered plots, for settlement of the
poor and veterans, and of distributing ager publicus with its
inevitable disputes and litigation, allotments were slow in coming. In
51 some land was still available for distribution, and it has been
suggested that this land was in fact reserved by Caesar for his
veterans after the wars in Gaul, though this seems unlikely.110
After the civil wars and the return of Caesar to Rome in 47,
his veteran legions were clamoring to be discharged and given the
land promised them. Again Caesar sought to provide land for them
from his own estates, from ager publicus still available, from land
abandoned by veterans previously settled (some of those of Sulla
may be included here), or by purchase. His intent was to settle them
far apart and in small numbers to avoid local disruptions and
accusations that he was imitating Sulla's program of land
confiscation.111 However, Caesar could not disperse the main
strength of his legions until 46, and his settlement program was still
underway on his death in 44. The beneficiaries seem to have been
his veterans from Gaul as well as men who volunteered or were
conscripted by Caesar in 49. Later in 44 and 43 Antony and Octavian

109Brunt,

IM, 314-315. Cicero (Ad Att. VII.7) complained of the "throwing
away" of the ager Campanus to the people.
110Brunt, IM, 317.
111Keppie, L. Colonisation and Veteran Settlement in Italy: 47-14 B.C.. 49 ff.
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both traveled throughout Italy bearing gifts and promises of
donatives to these veterans in order to win their loyalty.112
Known sites of Caesarean settlement include Arretium113 and
Volaterrae in the North (Hispellum and Ancona also are possible,
though less certain), Capena and Veii in Etruria, and a series of
locations in the Sabine territory and ager Campanus in the South.114
Other locations are discussed in the Liber Coloniarum as well, but it is
often unclear whether any given Colonia Iulia took its title because
of the actions of Caesar, Augustus, or both.115 The numbers of
veterans and poor citizens settled in these and other locations would
seem to be somewhere around 50,000 in Italy and perhaps another
70,000 overseas.116
Finally, it must be said that Caesar's program of legislation and
veteran settlement has all the earmarks of true reform. He
drastically reduced the number of citizens eligible for the annona
from 320,000 to 150,000, evidently as an effort to require former
112See,

for example, Cicero (AdFam. XIII.8, Phil. 11.100, AdAtt. XIV.21.2) and
Appian (BC HI. 40).
113Pliny, NHHI.52 mentions Arretini Veteres, Fidentiores, and lulienses,
apparently a reference to the original inhabitants of the town, those
settled there by Sulla, and the last group settled there by Caesar (or
possibly Augustus).
114Keppie, L. CVS. 56. The actual distribution of different legions and the
numbers of Cisalpines and Italians in those legions does not concern us
here, though it must also be said that many veterans (though the actual
number is impossible to determine) would have returned to their home
towns rather than settled viritane or in colonies.
115See E. Pais, "II Liber Coloniarum.", Rome, 1919. See also Keppie, L.,
CVS. 9 ff. Colonia Iulia was a title given to colonies founded either by
Ceasar or Augustus in 30 B.C., or founded by someone else (Sulla, Antony,
etc.) and later reinforced by Augustus with his settlement of 14 B.C.
116Brunt, P. IM. pp. 105-107.
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masters to continue to support their manumitted slaves,117 and he
passed a law requiring the hiring of free men on farms (Suet., Iul.
42.1). His efforts to settle veterans, as has already been pointed out,
involved significant effort to avoid disruption and conflict, and his
clemency to his enemies is well known.118 These are not steps taken
by a selfish egoist or self-styled monarch. If not for his death, his
settlement of veterans and poor citizens on the land would certainly
have increased the number of small-holders in Italy; it is doubtful
that his program was intended to accomplish anything else. Though
many existing large estates were probably not broken up (his
settlement program concentrated not on private property but on
ager publicus and purchased land), the plight of the small farmer
would surely have improved in the peace and relative prosperity of
his dictatorship. Furthermore, his reform programs intended to give
increased rights to the towns of Italy and his reform of the census
and of government in Rome would have improved economic and
social conditions,119 helping to make small farms viable again.
Though not all of those settled under Caesar may have succeeded, the
movement toward the latifundia would likely have, at least

117Treggiari,

S. Roman Freedmen During the Late Republic. Oxford, 1969,16.
(AdAtt. VII.7) complains that Caesar, if he wins at arms, will be no
more generous to the nobility than Cinna, and no more fair to the rich
than Sulla. He was clearly wrong on both counts.
119Ceasar confirmed the ownership of the land alloted to Sullan veterans still
surviving (Cic., AdFam. XIII.9), and sought to alleviate debt by giving
creditors the right to confiscate property at the value as assessed before
the Civil War (Cic., AdFam. IX.16).
118Cicero
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temporarily, been checked. Unfortunately, however, this was not to
be.
6. The Second Triumvirate and Augustus
When Caesar was assassinated in March of 44 B.C. many of his
veterans were still in Rome awaiting their promised allocations of
land.120 The Senate confirmed their rights to this land under
pressure from Antony, but this Lex Antonia was in effect only a
short time and was repealed by the Senate in 43.121 The Senate did
seek to entice veterans to its side by promises of land and donatives,
but the main body of veterans flocked either to Antony or to
Octavian, the adopted son and heir of Caesar.
The complex events that followed the assassination of Caesar
need not concern us here except in the most general terms. The
Triumvirs met at Bononia in 43 and agreed on a land settlement
program for veterans, as a means of ensuring both the loyalty of the
troops in the coming conflict with the anti-Caesareans and, as each
Triumvir undoubtedly hoped, their loyalty to him when the time
came to determine Caesar's successor.122 This settlement program
included the land of eighteen towns in Italy chosen for their
prosperity and the quality of their soil (Appian IV.36); where
insufficient land existed near one town, land was simply to be taken

120Appian

(BC n.94) says that Antony recruited 5,000 of them as his
bodyguard within the city, though this number may be exaggerated.
121Brunt, IM,325.
122Keppie, L. CVS, 136 ff.
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from its neighbors until all the veterans of that group were
settled.123 This series of confiscations and auction sales to raise
money, and a ruthless program of taxation and collection, are more
reminiscent of Sulla than of Caesar, and there is considerable
grumbling in the ancient sources about the confiscations of Octavian
in Italy, particularly in 41 and 40 after Philippi and Perusia.124
Caesar had used ager publicus or purchased land for his
veterans. This land was then centuriated, i.e. surveyed and divided
into square plots usually 200 iugera in area, and in many cases the
old Gracchan boundaries were used or extended.125 Each colony was
placed in the hands of a deductor who was usually of senatorial rank,
and whose staff was responsible for surveying and dividing the land,
assigning it to veterans, and establishing the colony. These
deductores drafted the colony's constitution, often served as one of
the first magistrates of the colony, and later could claim the
members as his clientes.126 The system under Octavian seems to
123See

Virgil, Eclogues I and X on confiscation of land near Mantua to
accomodate veterans settled at nearby Cremona.
124Virgil, Eclogues I, III. On confiscation of land, including slaves and all the
livestock, buildings, etc. for veterans, Propertius IV. 1 lost family
property to Octavian after the Perusine Wars of 41/40 B.C. See also
Syme, The Roman Revolution. 202 ff., and Reinhold, M. "The Perusine
War." CW 36 (1932/3): 180 ff.
125Bradford, J. Ancient landscapes: Studies in Field Archaeology, ch. IV,
145 ff. Indeed, many such grids can still be seen from the air today in
Italy, though they belong much more to the 2nd or even 3rd centuries
B.C. than the 1st century. Thus, Octavian's men, faced with little time to
complete a difficult task, seem to have simply confiscated land that was
already centuriated and used or extended the existing boundaries. For a
complete discussion of centuration, survey tools, and methods, see O.A.W.
Dilke, Thp Roman land Surveyors. 1971.
126Dilke, Roman land Surveyors. 51, 88 ff. See Hyginus Gromaticus, in
Gromatici Veteres. ed. by Blume, Lachmann, and Rudorf, 1848, p. 213 ff.:
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have been similar, though he had little concern for ager publicus or
land purchase between 41 and 31. After Actium, however, with
Octavian in sole control of the Roman world, the process of
discharging veterans, and of peacefully settling them on the land,
began in earnest.
In his Res Gestae (28.2) Augustus claims that 28 of his colonies
were flourishing in his time, and that in 30 B.C. and 14 B.C. combined
he spent 600,000,000 HSS of his own money to settle veterans both
in Italy and abroad (16.1). He further claims (3.3) that of the
500,000 men under his command, 300,000 received land or cash
praemia on discharge. Brunt estimates that 80-90,000 veterans
were discharged and settled in or just after 30 B.C., and that between
30 B.C. and A.D. 14 he settled on the land, or paid off with a cash
donative some 260,000 men.127
Many of those discharged in 30 B.C. were settled in Italian
colonies. These veterans would have served as supports for his
regime, and L. Keppie has gone to great lengths to determine as much
as possible where, and in. what numbers, these men were placed.128
In 14 B.C., however, many veterans were settled in, or were sent to
reinforce, existing colonies overseas, particularly in Spain, Lusitania,

Colonia Arretium lege Augustea censita, limitibus Graccanis, qui
rectwras maritimas et montanas spectabant postea per cardines et d. est
adsignata, et numerus centuriarum manet. Also: Colonia Florentina
deducta a triumviris, adsignata lege Iulia, centuriae Caesarianae in
iugera CC, per kardines et decumanos....
127Brunt, IM,335-339.
128Keppie, L. CVS, see especially 135 ff.
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Africa, Gaul and in the East.129 Those not settled in the provinces
must have been settled in Italy, possibly viritim, or in small groups,
and undoubtedly some were simply sent back to their home towns
and to land either belonging to them, or to land provided for them in
these locations by Augustus.130 Which of these had served in the
army at Philippi, Naulochus, or Actium, which of these were
Antonians, or which were recruited before or after Actium concerns
us little here. In the end total the estimate is approximately 275,000
men discharged, a figure roughly comparable with Augustus* count,
of which Brunt estimates about 120,000 were actually settled in
Italy, mostly in or just after 30 B.C.131
7. Conclusions
From the Sullan period to c. 2 B.C., we see an impressive
250,000 veterans settled on land in Italy, some 80,000 of whom
were settled by Sulla, 50,000 under Caesar's laws of 59, andl20,000
by Augustus. Approximately 500,000 veterans in all are involved in
the settlement programs of Sulla, Marius, Caesar, the Triumvirs, and
Augustus. To this figure must be added the 50-70,000 citizens
settled on the land by the Gracchi, making the total something on the

129Keppie,

82 ff.
T.R.S. "Some Non-Colonial Coloni of Augustus." TAPA66
(1935): 18-24. See also Brunt. IM. 259. The numbers here are very
difficult to determine, especially since these towns did not receive the
title colonia, but they seem to be rather few in number, certainly not
enought to significantly alter his estimates cited above.
131Brunt, IM. 341-342.
130Broughton,
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order of 550-600,000 men.132 this large number of men placed in
colonies or viritim on plots of farm land in less than 150 years would
seem to provide significant evidence that the shift of land ownership
into the hands of a few slowed during the last two centuries B.C.
Indeed, in many regions of Italy the archaeological evidence
abundantly supports the continued survival of the country peasant
in the late Republic.133 In only a few cases, however, were these
veterans settled on the private, large estates of wealthy land owners.
The veterans of Sulla displaced other small farmers, while the
wealthy land owners were able to accumulate even greater estates at
auctions of proscribed land. In addition, most of these Sullani failed
as farmers due, at least in part, to the difficult economic conditions
and rampant debt of the 60's B.C. The settlement program of Caesar
might have succeeded in checking, at least temporarily, the transfer
of wealth, but any long term effect is unlikely. Many of his men had
still not received their allotments when he died in 44, and the civil
wars following his assassination would have recalled most of those
who did to the standards and away from their land. The Triumvirs
behaved rather like Sulla in their arbitrary and often ruthless
confiscation of land and estates.134 The estates confiscated were
132Brunt,

IM, 342, Land assignments were between 10 and 100 iugera.
J.K. "Plebs Rustica". ATAH 5.1 (1980): 19-47. See also Kahane,
Threipland, and Ward-Perkins, "Ager Veientanus" PBSR33 (1968):
1-218, on the amazing density of productive small and mid-sized
farms in the Vail d'Oro in Etruria in the 1st century B.C.
134Scullard, H.H. From the Gracchi to Nero. 1964,164. Some 300 senators
and 2000 knights were proscribed, their estates confiscated, and sold
at auction for cash to pay their troops. A freedman of Antony enriched
133Evans,
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mostly sold for cash, and again would simply have contributed to the
landholdings of a few, while the holder of the small or middling
estate was called away from his land for another extended period of
service.135
«•

-KK

The series of veteran discharges and settlements between 30
and 2 B.C. probably did add to the number of small land-holders in
Italy and the provinces, but a certain percentage of the alloted land
would have been taken from small holders rather than the wealthy
who in many cases were able to get exemption..136 Furthermore, the
short-term effects of a drastic shift in land ownership and a sudden
introduction of several thousand veterans into a single town must
have created much conflict and confusion. The economic results of
such disruption could not have been positive,137 and it would have
taken years, perhaps decades, for the towns to begin to benefit
economically from the increased population. Veteran settlement
before Actium was intended to accomplish one thing-the pensioning
off of veterans as quickly as possible, regardless of the turbulence it
created. This often meant forcible confiscation of land, including
slaves, livestock, crops, buildings, and equipment. There is little
enough evidence, except perhaps during the dictatorship of Caesar,
himself by buying land at auction, and came to settle in Corinth.
1M, 326-327. Land to be distributed to soldiers was to come from
the eighteen selected towns, and would not be assigned until after
Philippi, or even after Actium in some cases.
136Sic. Flacc. 155.7, Keppie, CVS, 99 ff.
137Keppie, L. CVS. 127. Famine in Italy in 41 may have been due to the
disruptions of the food supply by S. Pompey, but also by a lack of
agricultural production in Italy in this period.
135Brunt,
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that there was any other motive, be it economic, political, or social,
behind these settlement programs, though some sources attribute
higher ideals to Augustus' programs after Actium.138 Thus the
steady shift of land ownership into the hands of the wealthy would
have been checked only slightly, if at all, in this period of political
and economic upheaval that ended the Republic.
Augustus claimed that 28 of his colonies were thriving in his
time (see above), and clearly he took an interest in seeing that his
veterans were successful on the land. However, much of the
economic revival of this period is due as much to the relative peace
and stability of the Empire as to Augustus' settlement of veterans.
In the imperial period the size and opulence of country estates grew
rapidly, while the urban proletariat expanded, and the Italian
peasant migrated by the thousands from Italy to the Provinces.139
Thus the Late Republic, despite its resettlement of so many farmers
and the establishment and reinforcement of so many colonies, saw a
rapid decline in the peasantry and a widespread shift of wealth into
the hands of an elite few. The stage was set for the decline of the
Roman world.

138Keppie,

L. CVS. 128 ff. states clearly that only with Caesar might there
have been any thought to repopulating the deserted parts of Italy, and
that not until Suetonius (Aug., 46) is there any mention of Augustus'
settlement programs being intended for social or economic good.
139Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves. 67 fjf., table with commentary on 68.

CHAPTER THREE: THE ROMAN VILLA
The importance of the Roman villa in the Late Republic and
Early Empire cannot be overemphasized. The villa as a country
house is inspired by a Roman love of landscape and nature. In the
same way, the country house and simple rustic life is tied in with the
Roman ancestral tradition. The Roman villa can also be seen as an
architectural expression of Roman taste, be it rustic or luxurious, or
else as an organized agricultural interest.140 From the Late Republic
to the Late Empire, the "villa" is the primary agricultural producer in
Italy, and the grand luxury villa in the countryside served also as a
tool of politics and an expression of a wealthy landlord's social status,
personal taste, wealth, and erudition. A profitable country estate
could also provide a landlord with a steady income to support his
lifestyle in the city. However, as Varro pointed out {RR III.2.15 ff.),
the word "villa" could be applied to a simple country house just as
easily as to the grandest estate, and the size of the estate did not
necessarily reflect its function. Thus in defining a villa we should
take into account both the lexical meaning and the practical meaning
of the word.141 For our purposes we shall use the term "villa" to
140Mansuelli,

G.A. "Die Villen der romischen Welt." Die romische Villa.
F. Reutti, ed., Darmstadt, 1990,327.
I41percival, J. The Roman Villa: An Historical Introduction. London,
1976, 13 ff. for a complete discussion of the problem.
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refer to any country house that is also a working farm, at the same
time noting differences in size, elegance, and associated land tenure
where possible.142
1. Some Villa Owners
Literary evidence helps us to identify at least some owners of
country estates during the Late Republic and Early Empire, and some
recent work has been done, particularly with regard to the luxury
villas around the Bay of Naples, to identify who those individuals
were.143 Cicero immediately comes to mind as an important source,
given the wealth of information provided in his letters concerning his
v

country estates in the context of the contemporary politics of his day.
He was born near Arpinum, presumably on the farm which was
passed on to him from his grandfather. Remodelled in its most
elegant phase by Cicero himself, this villa had two atria, a large
peristyle, gardens, a palaestra, an ambulatio, and a bath complex
paved with marble and mosaics.144
His Tusculan villa had a bath complex as well, and presumably
all the features appropriate to a luxurious country estate. In addition,
this villa had what Cicero liked to call his Academy. What this

142J.J.

Rossiter, The Roman Villa Rustica in Italy, thesis, Univ. of Alberta,
1977, p. 4, prefers to use the term "farm" or "farmhouse" while using
the word "villa" to refer only to the luxury estate.
143D'Arms, J. Romans on the Bav of Naples. Harvard, 1970. However, most
of the literary evidence is for members of the upper classes, while the
Roman small-holder is largely left out of the picture.
144Schmidt, O.E. "Ciceros Villen." Die Romische Villa. F. Reutti, ed.,
Darmstadt, Germany, 1990,18-19.
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structure looked like we cannot be sure, but he compared it in his
letters to the library called the Amaltheum in his friend Atticus'
house in Epirus,,145 He also wrote to Atticus (Ad Att. 1.4, etc.)
excitedly awaiting a herm of Minerva for his Academy, since this
goddess was especially appropriate for this setting. Apparently,
much like Atticus' Amaltheum, Cicero's structure was a garden house
with fountains, sculpture, and paintings, meant to be a place of
introspection and learning, of composing treatises on oratory, of
writing poetry, in short, of communing with the Muses.146 Cicero also
had a town house at Antium, a series of deversoria, or lodges, along
the Via Appia, and villas at Pompeii, Puteoli, Astura, Gaeta, and on
Lake Lucrinus near Baiae which he called his Cumanum.
The resort at Baiae in the first century B.C. could also claim
Gaius Marius among its famous villa owners. His villa "...in 88 B.C.
could be regarded as more luxuriously appointed than befitted an old
soldier; though more than a century later, Seneca, in moralistic mood,
could describe it as positively Spartan compared with those of his
day."14? This villa apparently fell to Cornelia, Sulla's daughter, in the
145Cicero,

Ad Att. 1.16, Amaltheia was the goat that suckled the baby Zeus in
the grotto on Crete. From its born flowed whatever the possessor
wished, hence the kerns Amaltheias, or horn of plenty. Presumably
this library was meant to be like Zeus' grotto, a place of virtue, etc.
146Schmidt, O.E. "Ciceros Villen", 26 describes it as a "Symbol der schaffenden
Naturkraft am rauschenden Wasser verehrte..." and, "Ich denke mir das
Amaltheum mit dem Grundrisse einer kleinen Basilica in einer bunten
Nische endingend, das Gartenhaus davor von Saulen getragen..."
147Badian, E. "Marius' Villas: The Testimony of the Slave and the Knave."
TRS 63 (1973): 121. In truth the villa was probably at Misenum, and
sources wishing to attack Marius claimed that it was at Baiae, the
implication being that Marius engaged in the notoriously immoral
behavior for which that resort town was famous.
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proscriptions of the 70s, and was subsequently sold to Lucullus,
evidently before his consulship of 74. It was then sold by Lucullus
who built his own villa at Baiae, the very one that went to the
Emperor Tiberius.148 We know little for certain about the
architecture or amenities of any of these estates,149 though we know
that Lucullus owned a number of large and luxurious villas as well as
several game preserves and notable pleasure gardens in Rome, all
paid for with spoils from his campaigns in the East.150 His villas had
a number of luxurious amenities such as aviaries, marble
revetments, libraries, dining rooms with views of the sea, fish ponds
created by cutting sea water tunnels in living rock, elegant wall
paintings and mosaic floors, and throughout an emphasis on water,
space, light and air.151

148Badian,

"Marius' Villas", 131-132.
M. "Pomeijanische Landschaften und Romische Villen."
TDAI 19 (1904): 103 ff. associates the seaside villas of Lucullus, Sulla,
Cicero, the Emperor Tiberius, etc. with the villae maritimae
painted in the House of M. Lucretius Fronto in Pompeii, and suggests
that there may have been a number of architectural similarities.
See also Strabo (V.4.8) for his description of the continuous string
of estates along the Bay in his time. See also, DeFranciscis, A.
"Underwater Discoveries Around the Bay of Naples." Archaeology 20.3
(1967): 209-216, for evidence of amenities such as
colonnadedambulationes along the shoreline, etc.
150Lucullus is said to have entertained Cicero and Pompey in Rome at a
moment's notice in his "Apollo" room at a cost of 200,000 HSS (Pliny
NH28.56, Plut., Luc. 41). Pliny (NHXVIII.7.5-6) says, "...villam Luculli
ager, quo in genera censoria castigatio, erat minus arare quam
verrere..." (In a villa of Lucullus, the type attacked by censors, there
was less ground to till than to sweep).
151Keaveney, A. Lucullus: A T.ifp. London, 1992,146 ff. The love of nature
subdued and all these elements in a combination intended to impress,
surprise, and astonish is, in fact, quite typical of the wealthy Roman
villa, though moralists (Pliny, JVHVin.78; Plut., Lucull. XXXIX.3, "Xerxes
149Rostovtzeff,
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Messalla, minister to Augustus, owned a villa in Etruria where
he traveled in the summer. Sulpicia, Messalla's niece, and one of
only a very few Roman women to publish her poetry, complains
(Tibullus, Elegies III.14):
Invisus natalis adest, qui rure molesto
et sine Cerintho tristis agendus erit.
Dulcius urbe quid est? An villa sit apta puellae
atque Arretino frigidus amnis agro?
My hateful birthday is come, which has to be spent
sadly in the awful country and without Cerinthus.
What is sweeter than the city? Is a villa in the country
and the frigid Arretine river land a proper place
for a girl?
Later (Tibullus, Elegies III.XV) we learn, much to her satisfaction,
that the trip has been cancelled. Though we are uncertain of this
villa's location or its features, we can be reasonably certain that it
had sufficient amenities to entertain one of the wealthiest and most
important men of Rome in the late first century B.C.
About a century later, Pliny describes his villa, also in Tuscany,
as comfortably situated in the foothills of the Apennines in a most
wholesome region (despite the cold winter climate) away from the
coast, which he describes as "gravis et pestilens" (Ep. V.6). He
describes this villa in great detail in his letters, as he does his
Laurentian villa near Ostia. A long description here is unnecessary,

togatus"; and Varro, RR 1.1.1-2, etc) decry this lavish taste for luxury
and extravagance. See also Littlewood, A.R. "Ancient Literary Evidence
for Pleasure Gardens." Ancient Roman Villa Gardens. Dumbarton Oaks,
Washington, D.C., 1987, 7-30.
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but both included porticoes, gardens, orchards, fields and
surrounding countryside, triclinia with views of the Tiber valley or
the ocean, baths, sitting rooms, and all manner of elegant
conveniences (Ep. IX.36, IX.7, etc.).
Pliny's villas were luxurious pleasure palaces where he could
go, like Cicero, to devote himself to the study of philosophy, compose
literary works (such as his letters?152), and commune with the
Muses. But these villas were also working farms intended to make a
profit.153 He complains in one letter (Ep. VIII.2) that although a bad
vintage has cost him a great deal of money, he has decided to pay off
his contracts at their full value plus a percentage for profit, in the
interest of developing a good rapport with his business associates. In
another letter (Ep.IX.37) he complains that his coloni are so
habitually behind on their rent that, out of hopelesness, they have
simply decided to pay no rent and to consume everything they can.
In another letter (IX.20) he tells us that his vintage is greater
"...quam exspectaveram...", and then in another (V.6), he points out
that the Tiber near his Tusculan villa which runs "Medios...agros
secat navium patiens omnesque fruges devehit in urbem hieme..."
(through the middle of his fields supports boats carrying all manner
of crops downriver to Rome in winter).

152Sherwin-White,

A.N. The Letters of Plinv: A Historical and Social
Commentary. Oxford, 1969, 11-20 on the question of whether Pliny
wrote his letters as genuine correspondence or for the express purpose
of publication.
153Cicero claims that many sought to buy farms in Campania to pay for their
villas on the sea, see D'Arms, Romans on the Bay of Naples. 1970,113 ff.
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That Cicero's villa at Arpinum was also a working farm there
can be no doubt,154 and D'Arms has recently suggested that even the
villas along the Bay of Naples essentially all practiced some form of
agricultural or food production, be it fish breeding, oyster production,
and fruit or vegetable gardening, to help pay the costs of maintaining
such luxury estates.155 With few exceptions, however, we have little
or no detailed information on any agricultural productivity for any of
these villas.
2. The Campanian Villae Rusticae
A number of important villa sites have been identified around
Vesuvius at Boscoreale and Stabiae in the ager Campanus. Excavated
in the 18th and 19th centuries, these 39 villas have contributed
significantly to our understanding of the architecture and function of
the Roman villa in the countryside.156 A discussion of all of these
villas is inappropriate here, but with an eye to agricultural and
architectural patterns we can explore their most important aspects.
One such villa rustica is Boscoreale Pisanella, or Boscoreale 13.
This villa was a combination of fashionable house and working farm
devoted mainly to wine or oil production (some 80 dolia were found,
154Schmidt,

O.E. "Ciceros Villen", 16 and map.
J. Romans on the Bav of Naples. 1970, 9 ff., though he admits
(p. 160) that caution is required in reaching such conclusions since
these villas were primarily non-productive vacation palaces.
I56see in particular, Carrington, R.C. "Studies in the Campanian Villae
Rusticae." TRS 21 (1931): 110-130, for an overview of the excavations,
and Day, J. "Agriculture in the Life of Pompeii." YCS III, 1932, for
an agricultural interpretation of the evidence.

155D'Arms,
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sunk into the ground to the neck in neat rows to make a "dolium
yard").157 Wine was important throughout the area, and a number of
other Campanian villae rusticae seem to have been devoted to the
vine or the olive as well.158 In support of vines and olives, mixed
agriculture would also have been practiced here, including grain,
livestock, fruits (peaches, cherries, apples, plums, pomegranates,
dates), and vegetables (onions, asparagus, cabbage, radishes, and
cucumbers). These products were all grown in the area, and the
preserved remnants of some of them were found among the ruins of
this villa.159 The villa at Pisanella also had a number of luxurious
amenities, including walls decorated with painted plaster in the
Pompeiian Second Style, but the main part of the architecture was
devoted to agriculture, particularly the large central court and the
cella vinaria or olearia.16°
Another important villa in the area is the villa at Oplontis (near
modern Torre Annunziata) which may have belonged to Poppaea
Sabina, wife of the Emperor Nero. This villa was very luxurious, and
included mosaics, magnificent Second Style paintings, atria, exedrae,
triclinia, porticoes, orchards, fountains, statuary, and thirteen

157White,

Roman Farming. 423, fig. 5
R.C. "Campanian Villae Rusticae", 123 ff. Day, J. "Agriculture
in the Life of Pompeii", 170 ff., claims that oil was produced in 7 villas,
possibly in 10, and to the exclusion of wine in 3 cases, while wine was
made in 26 of them, possibly 29, and to the exclusion of oil in a number
of villas. It is not clear on what he bases these conclusions.
159Rossiter, 19. Hay made from cut bean stalks and the remains of a wagon
were found withing the compound.
160Rossiter, 18.
158Carrington,
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planned gardens.161 Some of these gardens are quite small and are
surrounded by walls painted to resemble garden landscapes,
complete with birds, bushes, and fruits.162 This attempt to create
illusionary space is not uncommon in Second Style painting, which is
characterized by the use of perspective to create the illusionistic
representation of architecture and landscape. In fact, there are other
examples of the use of painted walls in conjunction with real
architecture to enhance illusion and perception of depth.163
Analysis of preserved root and plant material from the gardens
at Oplontis reveals a wide variety of tree and plant species, including
various types of citrus, cypress, oak, pine, beech, and plane trees;
rosemary, mustard, dill, and other herbs; and, of course, vines and
olive trees.164 In addition, at a nearby villa (that of L. Crassius
Tertius) excavated by the same team, was found a large quantity of
hay made from a wide variety of cuttings (including various grasses,
herbs and an abundance of carefully-pruned grape leaves and
stems), and over a ton of green pomegranates carefully stored in an

161Jashemski,

W. "Recently Excavated Gardens and Cultivated Land of the
Villas at Boscoreale and Oplontis." Ancient Roman Villa Gardens. 71.
162Jashemski, 74-75, ill's. 47, 48, 49, 50.
163\vinsor-Leach, E. The Rhetoric of Space: Literary and Artistic Represen
tations of Landscape in Republican and Augustan Rome. Princeton,
1988 for a complete discussion of this phenomenon. See also P.W.
Lehmann, Roman wall Paintings from Boscoreale in the Metr. Museum
of Art. 1953, which discusses the development of the paintings in the
villa of P. Fannius Synistor at Boscoreale. One wall from the "bedroom"
of the villa of is decorated with a 2nd Style representation of grotto and
landscape combined with the view of a garden or the countryside out
the window in the same wall.
164Jashemski, 31-75.
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upper storey under a layer of straw. Jashemski cautiously proposes
that these pomegranates would be used in wine making.165
Rostovtzeff166 classified 20 of these Campanian villas, based on
the limited archaeological evidence, into three categories as follows:
1) Nine are identified as the luxurious country estates of
wealthy men, owned by absentee owners, farmed by slave labor, and
managed by vilici.
2) Nine others are described as farm houses, perhaps appointed
with some luxury items, farmed by full-time resident owners with a
few slaves.
3) Two were what he called "agricultural factories run by
slaves." They would have been visited only on occasion by their
owners, and were simple, undecorated complexes intended to massproduce agricultural goods and maximize profit.
Others, however, are skeptical about various aspects of
Rostovtzeff s interpretations, since partial excavation and unreliable
evidence make the villas difficult to classify.167 Moreover, the extent
of their associated land holdings cannot be accurately determined.168
The Campanian villas were all devoted to agriculture and
profit, many of them with a preference for vines and olives
165Jashemski,

34-35, cites Dioscorides, Materia Medica V.26.
M. SEHRE. 1926,503-505,note 21.
167Carrington, 116 ff., Rossiter, 46.
168Day ("Agriculture in the Life of Pompeii", 180, claims that the capacity
of the dolia found at Boscoreale Pisanella suggests a holding of about 100
iugera, while others (Frank, ESAR. vol. V, 172) suggest that the dolia
would not be full to capacity each year, and propose a much smaller 1015 iugera. In my view neither of these can be supported.
166Rostovtzeff,
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supported by mixed agriculture. No doubt grain, vegetable and herb
gardens, fruit orchards, and livestock brought in profits from the
nearby towns, but unfortunately, little hard data can be obtained
about the exact function of any of these buildings, or concerning the
balance between residence and working farm. Since no new
archaeological investigation seems likely any time soon, we should
perhaps turn our attention to more recent projects.
3. The Villas at Francolise
Excavation near Francolise in Samnium in Southern Italy has
recently revealed two villas, not far from the Via Appia, built on
gently sloping hillsides about one kilometer apart. Dating from the
beginning of the first century B.C. and occupied at least into the
middle of the second century A.D., these villas, both originally small
to middling farms, serve later as an excellent contrast between the
simple, unpretentious villa rustica of the Republic and the expanded,
more elegantly decorated villa which was both working farm and
wealthy man's retreat.169
The simpler of the two, the villa at Posto, is a platform villa170
which, though modified and expanded in several phases of
169Cotton.

M.A. The Late Republican Villa at Posto. Francolise. The British
School at Rome, London, 1979, and Cotton, M.A. and Guy P.R. Metraux,
The San Rocco Villa at Francolise. The British School at Rome, London,
1985.
170The platform for this villa consisted of a series of tufa retaining walls
with dirt fill. The platforms of other, larger villas are more elaborate,
but the intent seems to be to provide a terrace, enabling the owner to
build the villa on a hillside (unexploitable soil). Heinrich von Drerup,
"Die Romische Villa." Die Romische Villa. 1990,116-149, discusses the
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development, continued to be a basic working farm, probably
occupied continually by its owner with perhaps a few slaves.
Constructed in its original form around 80 B.C., it was modified in the
mid-first century A.D. to include a small bath, an expanded house,
and a wider platform. It continued to be active as a farm at least
until the third century A.D. after which it was abandoned, only to be
briefly reoccupied some time in the fifth or sixth century by
squatters.171
Its counterpart, the San Rocco villa, dates in its original
construction some 20 years earlier, and its occupation as a simple
farm house continues until the early Augustan period. Sometime
around 30 B.C., the domus was enlarged and remodeled, including a
new peristyle, new terraces, painted walls and mosaic floors. A new
access road was also constructed and the water storage cisterns were
enlarged. The whole complex, now divided between pars rustica and
pars urbana,172 reflected the owner's desire to have a working farm
and a place to display his wealth or to escape the difficulties of town
life.173 A number of other villa sites, currently unexcavated, have
also been identified in the area, most in fact less than one kilometer
distant. These villas all seem to be of similar date and construction,
function and the remarkably common occurrence of platforms with
Roman villas, comparing especially the villae suburbanae near
Pompeii and Herculaneum.
171Cotton. Posto. 62 ff. for a summary of the building phases and dates.
172See Columella De Re Rust. 1.6.2 ff.: "Modus autem membrorumque numerus
aptetur universo consaepto et dividatur in tres partes, urbanan,
rusticam fructuariam."
173Cotton and Metraux, San Rocco. 34 ff.
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and include one which is much larger and more elaborate than San
Rocco. This collection of a number of country houses so close
together in a rural area would preclude the presence of a single
latifundium here. Rather, this arrangement probably developed to
allow for a sense of distance and privacy while still allowing
neighbors close by to provide economic cooperation or to lend
support at harvest time. Cotton describes the area as "...a co
operative residential and agricultural area around Francolise..." which
can be "...compared to other known areas, for example: the Ager
Veientanus, the AgerCapenas, and the area around Pompeii."174
Oil presses and a number of dolia demonstrate that olive oil
was important at both sites, though certainly such enterprises as
grain production (for local food and animal fodder), animal
husbandry,175 and horticulture (presumably for vegetables, etc.)
would have been practiced in order to support the oil (and wine?)
industry.176
The relatively low rainfall for the area required the
construction of elaborate systems of water storage such as wells and
cisterns which can still be seen in situ, and aridity may have limited
the types of crops exploited. However, Cotton believes that olive oil
was the primary source of revenue for these villa owners, and

174Cotton.

Posto. 8 ff.
J.J. Roman Farm Buildings in Italy. B.A.R. Series 52,
1978, 12 ff. suggests that the arrangement of the farmyard atop
the platform was designed for livestock.
176Cotton. Posto. 61 ff., today the area produces grain, hay, beans, olives,
cherries and other fruits, though grazing and viticulture are absent.
175Rossiter,
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suggests that economic cooperation among the land owners of the
area would have provided the wealth to expand the San Rocco villa
and its larger neighbor, while the simpler, more rustic Posto villa
may have been less able to compete due to poorer land or a smaller
holding. Unfortunately do not know the size of the land-holdings
associated with these sites, nor how much oil would have been
produced. Furthermore, we cannot determine the identity or social
status of the owners. Thus it is impossible to say why these two
sites, so close in space and time, show such great differences in
prosperity.177
San Rocco was deserted early in the third century A.D.,178 while
a date of c. 160 A.D. is the last period of regular occupation at
Posto.179 Why these agricultural centers were abandoned in the late
second or early third centuries A.D. is unknown; Cotton remarks only
that the decay of the area must have been gradual since no
stratigraphic evidence, such as destruction layers or burning, are
visible. In the absence of telling archaeological data, no specific
conclusions are possible.
4. The Buccino Villas
Another important series of excavations and surveys was
carried out by Stephen Dyson with Wesleyan University in the late
177Cotton

and Metraux, San Rocco. 10.
and Metraux, 263, though one coin of Constantius as Caesar (A.D. 320324) was found amid the last debris layers, the rest of the pottery and
glass remains do not go beyond the 1st quarter of the 3rd century.
179Cotton, Posto. 61-62.
178Cotton
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1960s and early 1970s in a location near the modern town of Buccino
(ancient Volcei) in Lucania in South Italy. Located near the Via
Popilia between Neapolis and Brundusium, the area has a very long
history of occupation. The hill town of Volcei seems also to have
played an important role in the Hannibalic war and the subsequent
Gracchan land distributions.180 The large numbers and varying sizes
of the land-holdings discovered by survey around Buccino
immediately struck Dyson, and he devoted a great deal of energy to
deciphering some inscriptions found in the area defining ownership
of lands and their market values. Using fragments of a land register
of the fourth century A.D., he points out that land ownership in the
ager Volceianus was characterized, even this late, by a wide variety
of small to middling rural holdings existing alongside large villas. He
does admit, however, that a rather large number of estates in his
category "D" (the smallest size recognized by his survey) were
abandoned in the Late Republic, while none of the largest estates yet
identified suffered the same fate.181 This may confirm that although
the middling and small farmers survived in greater numbers during
this period than previously supposed, a shift of ownership did take
place in the Late Republic at the expense of the small-holder whose
property was increasingly concentrated in the hands of his
neighbors. We must also remember that, with the Gracchan land
distributions in this area, the number of small-holders would have
180Dyson, S. The Roman Villas of Buccino. B.A.R. International Series 187,
London, 1983, 2 ff.
181Dyson, 5 ff.
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increased in the late second or early first centuries B.C., possibly
confusing the picture.
Four ancient villas were excavated by Dyson and his team over
several years, the first being the villa at Vittimose. Again built on a
platform serving as a terrace on a hill, this villa was occupied in one
form or another from the third century B.C. to the fourth century A.D.
with three periods of intense activity: the Late Republic, the early
Julio-Claudian period, and the third and fourth centuries A.D.182 The
villa had a Corinthian atrium (8 columns) with cisterns, a tablinum, a
central court (for industrial use?), and later building added a number
of dolia for oil production. In the third century A.D. the owner
installed a small bath complex which had a mosaic floor.183 This villa
was, without doubt, both a working farm "...with a resident owner or
agent who enjoyed comfort and even traces of elegance."184
The villas at Vagni, Pareti, and San Nicola (the largest and most
elegant of the four) were also constructed on hills with platforms.
Each has an occupation history from roughly the second century B.C.
to the third or fourth century A.D., and each villa seems to have been
both a working farm and a comfortable country house. Differences in
site size, architectural features, and preservation make each site
unique, but an olive press found at the Pareti villa185 seems to
182Dyson,

12.
11-23, believes that an apparent break in occupation in
the early-mid first century B.C. is attributable to the arrival of
Spartacus and his band of marauders who, evidently, liberated a large
number of slaves in the area.
184Dyson, 23.
185Dyson, 126-127.
183Dyson,
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confirm the importance of oil at all of these sites, as does the
importance of olives in the area today.
Though this relatively isolated area could not have been
particularly wealthy in Roman times, it nevertheless continued to be
relatively prosperous as an agricultural community. The close
proximity of so many successful farm sites denies the presence here
of the latifundia, and again, as at Francolise, suggests a rural
population that felt relatively little of the effects of the transfer of
wealth and land into the hands of the elite.186 Once again, however,
there is little real information on the extent of the associated land
holdings for these villas. We cannot identify the owners of these
sites, nor can we determine what relationship (if any) these
properties may have had throughout the various phases of
occupation. Without more data on land tenure in this area we cannot
be certain that the number of scattered small sites located during
Dyson's survey did not belong to the owners of one of the larger
villas, or that the people inhabiting the smaller "houses" were not
coloni of landlords with larger holdings.
5. The Villa at Settefinestre and the Ager Cosanus
The territory of Cosa in Southern Etruria, settled by Roman
colonists beginning in 273 B.C., is an ideal area both for examination
of the problem of concentration of land into fewer hands and for the
186Dyson, 188 ff., suggests that we should raise our estimates of the
population level in the countryside in the Late Republic, especially
since his estimate of the population density in the area of Buccino
is probably still too low.
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development of the villa economy. Extensive surveys have been
carried out in the area, and these, coupled with complete excavations
at Cosa, several of the surrounding sites, and at the nearby villa
Settefinestre, have made an important contribution to our
understanding of land tenure and the Roman villa.
Andrea Carandini has conducted extensive excavations at the
Villa Settefinestre and in the agerCosanus in recent years, and his
findings are informative. Originally constructed in the early first
century B.C., mainly of opus incertum on a stone socle,187
Settefinestre is but one of 35 villa sites in the agerCosanus, most of
which sit atop hills or high ground, each of which is probably
associated with about 500 iugera.188 Though such a holding may not
represent a latifundium in the sense of vast holdings with hundreds
of slaves, Carandini is convinced nevertheless that the decline of the
small-holder in the agerCosanus was significant after the Second
Punic War. The growth of urbanization, manufacturing, and trade in
town brought on what he calls "la nascita delle villa".189
Many insist, given the relatively limited holdings of the villas
in the area, that it could not have been the Valle d'Oro and the ager
Cosanus that Tiberius Gracchus complained of seeing while traveling

187Carandini,

A. Settefinestre: una villa schiavistica nell'Etruria romana .
Modena, Italy, 1984, p. 57. The villa would have been constructed
only after the Sullan devastations in Etruria in the 70s B.C.
188Carandini, A. Settefinestre. p. 53, ill. 39, p. 56 ff. and 146 ff. The
centuriation of the Valle d'Oro was in rectangles of 16X32 actus, making
squares of 32X32 actus, roughly 500 iugera in area. Almost every villa
site in the valley can be associated with its own 500 iugera holding.
189Carandini, 51-52.
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the Via Aurelia on his way to Spain in 137 B.C. (see above). Too
many small to middling sites from the mid-second century B.C. have
been identified denying the deserted landscape with nothing but
slaves tending the fields.190 As a result, one scholar has proposed
that it was not the area around Cosa, but that around Telamon,
further north, that Tiberius would have seen.191 For now, however,
this question must remain unanswered.
Settefinestre sits on a square platform, supported by a series of
vaults and cryptoportici, atop a low hill approximately 2km from the
town of Cosa.192 The villa complex is very large, and is surrounded
on the west, east, and south sides by walled gardens. A pars rustica
adjoins the property to the southeast and includes a working
farmyard with what may have been cellae for slaves, storerooms,
animal pens and stalls, etc. In addition, a large, elaborate system of
wine or oil presses and vats was located on the main platform, and
occupied a significant portion of the domus. Though the Sestii
amphorae manufactured in such quantities at Cosa193 were probably
190Dyson,

S. "Settlement Patterns in the Ager Cosanus." TFA. 5,3 (1978): 251 ff.
and DeNeeve, P.W. Colonus. Amsterdam, 1984,186 ff.
191DeNeeve, Colonus. 186 ff., where Marius is said to have landed, and found a
large number of available slaves to take up arms in the 80s.
192Carandini, A. and T. Tatton-Brown. "Excavations at the Roman Villa of
Settefinestre in Etruria, 1975-79, First Interim Report." Roman Villas
in Italy: Recent Excavations and Research. K. Painter, ed., Occasional
Papers of the British Museum, London, 1980, 9-44. For a good
parallel with the square platform with cryptoportici, and interesting
similarities in architectural design, see the floorplan of the Villa of the
Mysteries at Pompeii, A. Maiuri, La Villa dei Misteri. Rome, 1931, and
Drerup, Heinrich von, "Die Romische Villa", Die Romische Villa.
1990,118-119, Ab. 1,2,3,11, etc.
193Brown, F. Cosa. 71-72, says over 800 fragmentary or whole amphorae
turned up, mostly broken before filling or used as fill material.
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not made at Settefinestre, their use in shipping wine or oil, and the
prosperity supported by these amphorae would strongly suggest
wine as the primary source of income in the area.
A number of other villas have been at least partially excavated
in the Valle d'Oro, including one just 500m from the gate of the town
of Cosa that also had a set of elaborate press rooms with vats and the
remains of presses for wine or oil production.194 Thus in addition to
the production of meat, cheese, grain, vegetables, and the other
assorted agricultural products of the area, the primary source of
income for the villa's owner remained wine or oil until the later first
century A.D. In this period the villa was remodeled in the Pompeiian
Fourth Style, the bath complex was expanded, and the pressrooms
were abandoned, perhaps giving way to cereal production or
livestock.195
The pars urbana of this villa included, from the first century
B.C., a large atrium, triclinia, sitting rooms, colonnaded porticoes
supported by running arches and vaulted cryptoportici overlooking
the walled gardens. Several types of mosaics have been found, there
were walls decorated with painted plaster, a magnificent peristyle,
and, overlooking the south garden, what Vitruvius (VI.3.1 ff.)
described as a oecus Corinthius. This oecus had an interior colonnade
on three sides, a vaulted ceiling, and would have been used as an
elaborate and impressive dining or sitting room for entertaining
194Brown,

F. Cosa. 71.
Settefinestre. 126 ff. on the pars fructuaria, also Carandini
and Tatton-Brown, 16.

195Carandini,
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important guests. The site was abandoned in the early Antonine
Period, and except for some later squatters the villa seems never to
have been occupied again.196
The Roman occupation and exploitation of the agerCosanus,
beginning with the establishment of the military colony at Cosa in
273 B.C., was originally based not on a small number of large villas,
but on a large number of small holdings. The land around Cosa was
centuriated, much like at any military colony, into plots of varying
size based on the rank of its occupant. According to Carandini,
pedites received about 8-16 iugera, centuriones between 16-32, and
equites 32-64 iugera.197 Many such small to middling holdings,
perhaps each with a small house, have been identified in the valleys
around Cosa by surface surveys similar to that carried out in the
Buccino area. The projects were conducted by Stephen Dyson and
Wesleyan University in three consecutive years in the three major
valleys of the area. 132 sites of various sizes were identified which
Dyson divides into four categories based on sherd scatters and
evidence of architectural remains:198
A: Major villas with decorative elements and major
architectural features
B: Smaller, well-to-do villas without such major features

196Carandini,

16-18 on the process of abandonment and later use. See also the
abandonment of the Francolise villas in the Antonine Period.
197Carandini, 146, these figures being based on divisions of the rectangular
centuriae each of approx. 16 iugera identified in many areas of the
valley.
198Dyson, S. "Settlement Patterns in the Ager Cosanus", IFA5 (1978): 257.
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C: Small villas with modest amenities (opus spicatum or
cocciopesto floors)
D: Small villas or house sites producing only tiles and pottery.
These sites were dated as accurately as possible based on the
collections associated with them, and when combined with the
survey project done on the nearby ager Veientanus by the British
School at Rome some years before, a total of 541 sites dating roughly
from the third century B.C. to the third century A.D. have been
identified in Southern Etruria.199
A similar project with similar results was also carried out by
Stephen Dyson near Buccino (see above) and these projects have
prompted Dyson to propose that the question of the status of the
peasant in the countryside in the Republic be reconsidered. He
proposes that, as excavations and other projects focusing on the rural
peasantry continue, new "...processual models..." should be adopted
that will provide research frameworks from which to proceed.200 His
contribution to the subject is what he calls the "consumer model" for
the Roman peasant, a model based on a more positive view of the
poor farmer in Roman Italy. He suggests that the Roman economy
produced more goods aimed at the lower classes than any society
before the 18th century. Thus the wide and uniform distribution of,
for example, various types of Roman pottery throughout Italy means
1"Dyson,

"Ager Cosanus", 265 and Kahane, Threipland, and Ward Perkins,
"The Ager Veientanus." PBSR33 (1968): 1-218.
20°Dyson, S. "The Villas of Buccino and the Consumer Model of Roman
Rural Development." Papers in Italian Archaeology IV, B.A.R.
Series 246, C. Malone and S. Stoddart, ed's., 1985, 67.
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not only a sophisticated system of manufacturing but of mass
marketing as well:
The ancients talked much about estate production and
self-sufficiency. Certainly many goods were produced on
individual farmsteads. However, the quality, quantity,
and standardization characteristic of Roman goods from
amphorae and utilitarian pots to roof tiles argue against
too much autonomous production..., and, If the rural
reality during the Roman Empire was a larger popula
tion and the dominance of middlesized farms, a model
which stresses craft independence and complex
exchange of goods and services would seem to be
more suitable.201
His argument here is convincing, and, given the recent archaeological
data seemingly in support of his hypothesis, his suggestion for a new
model is difficult to resist.
However, more caution in interpreting the archaeological data
seems warranted. The number and concentration of sites in these
three regional studies seem to defy conventional ideas about the
status of the peasant in rural Italy. But not all 541 sites in Southern
Etruria date to the same period, and archaeology can tell us nothing
about land tenure. We cannot determine with accuracy the amount
of land associated with a particular building, nor can we tell who
owned the building or the land. DeNeeve is right in pointing out that
the distribution of sites in the ager Veientanus202 is almost entirely
in remote areas far from the lines of communication, or else in hilly

201Dyson,
202See

"Buccino and the Consumer Model...", p. 77
site distribuition map for Ager Veientanus, Kahane, Threipland, Ward
Perkins, fig. 20, p. 155.
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or mountainous areas where the soil is less productive.203 Were
these small farmsteads owned by their occupants, or were they
owned by someone else who leased the land to them? How much
land was associated with each farmhouse (if farmhouses they were)?
What sorts of crops were produced on these farms? If not for the
eruption of Vesuvius, our knowledge of the agricultural production of
the villas in Campania would be just as conjectural as would be our
answers to these questions in South Etruria.
Dyson's approach has a great deal to offer, particularly in terms
of the standardization and sophistication of mass production that
characterizes the Roman economy. It seems clear, for instance, that
significant quantities of glass and high quality North African redwares of the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. could appear so
uniformly at sites in the countryside thought to be occupied by
"squatters," only if these people had the available wealth to purchase
such items on a regular basis. Thus the Italic rusticus, even of the
Late Empire, seems to have been more prosperous, and to have had
more resources available to him, than we are generally given to
suppose. That is as far, however, as Dyson's model can go. The
discovery of large numbers of small farmsteads in the countryside
can only offer a limited and incomplete argument against the
seemingly exhaustive literary and historical evidence already
outlined. Clearly, as Dyson himself states,204 only further
investigation (answering, for example, questions about regional
203DeNeeve, P.W. Peasants in Peril. Amsterdam, 1984, 25-26. See
204Dyson, "Buccino and the Consumer Model...", 80-81.
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diversity in Italy) and more sophisticated ways of gathering data on
land use and tenure will answer such questions completely.

6. Conclusions
The transformation of Rome and Italy from an isolated
agricultural society to world superpower had drastic and farreaching effects. The influx of wealth and slave labor into Italy after
the Roman conquest of the Mediterranean created a vast chasm
between the landed aristocracy and the Italian peasant. The Roman
state had always measured wealth in terms of land. Long terms of
service in the army meant, for the citizen soldier of the Republic, the
abandonment of a considerable amount of cultivated farmland. This,
together with confiscations from towns after the Hannibalic War led
to a dramatic increase in ager publicus. This ager, poorly surveyed
or not surveyed at all, was available to anyone with the capital to
exploit it. In addition, vast wealth from the spoils of Carthage and
Macedonia, and huge numbers of cheap slaves from Greece and
Illyria, all flowing into Italy at the same time, supplied the ideal
resources for capitalists intent on profiting from the plantation-style
agriculture described by Cato or by Mago of Carthage.
The reform efforts of the Gracchi were undoubtedly aimed at
increasing the available manpower of the peasantry, and though they
made some progress, their extra-constitutional methods and the
shortsightedness of the conservative senatorial aristocracy prevented
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any long-term benefit from their efforts. The veteran settlements of
Marius probably made little progress, and those of Sulla did nothing
more than to replace one set of wealthy landlords with another, even
wealthier, set of latifondisti. At the same time Sulla ejected one set
of farmers from the land and replaced them with about 80,000 men
who would mostly fail in a few years. The settlements of Caesar
would perhaps have made a difference, but his veterans were soon
recalled to the wars of the Second Triumvirate whose veteran
settlement program resembled that of Sulla. Finally, once Augustus
established himself master of Rome a large number of veterans were
settled on the land with reasonable success, but many of those were
overseas, and thus had no effect on Italy.
The relative peace of the Empire, and the regularizing of
service in the army under Augustus205 quieted most of the unrest of
the previous two centuries, and economic conditions in the first
century A.D. were sufficiently positive even to allow a small bath to
be built at the Villa Posto near Francolise. This prosperity also
allowed a dramatic increase in the numbers and size of luxury villas
in Italy, particularly as described in the letters of Pliny the Younger.
Furthermore, there seems to be a transition in the Empire from slave
agriculture to that of the free tenant as renter or share-cropper,206
while the slave is increasingly manumitted and set up in some form
205Keppie,

CVS, 129 ff.
Agricola. 152-153, see above, note. 51. See also Jones,
"The Roman Colonate." Past and Present 13 (1958): 116-207 on the
legal process in the Late Empire from free tenant farmer (colonus)
to Medeival serf.

206Heitland,
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of commercial enterprise. His former owner could thereby expand
his base of clientes, and still get a percentage of the profits without
having to soil his hands in lowly commerce.207
Recent reinterpretation of evidence, and a number of recent
archaeological surveys suggest, however, that our understanding of
the picture in the Late Republic is inaccurate. Such scholars as Evans
and Dyson suggest a more positive reconsideration of the prosperity
of the rural peasant. Admittedly, surprising numbers of small rural
sites, presumably farmhouses, have been found in several rather
different regions such as South Italy and Etruria. In addition, Dyson
has proposed at least one useful model for conducting research on
Roman settlement patterns and the sophistication of the Roman
economy.208 Unfortunately, so far the archaeological evidence does
not compel me to believe that the large number of sites discovered
through extensive surface surveys necessarily represent farms
owned and run by small or middling farmers. Nothing is yet known
of land tenure or ownership in these areas, nothing is known about
who worked this land or how, and until more work is done we must
continue to accept the historian's picture of the economic, social, and
numerical decline of the peasant in Roman Italy in the Late Republic.

207Treggiari,

S.M. Roman Freedmen. 16 ff. Trimalchio, though a character
exxagerated for the purposes of satire, can be seen as one example.
208Dyson, "New Methods and Models in the Study of Roman Town-Country
Systems." AW 2,2 (1979): 91-95, proposes a series of small regional
studies in Italy with a more anthropological approach mirroring,
for example, the work of Mayan archaeologists in Central America.
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APPENDIX A: CONVERSIONS FROM ROMAN TO ENGLISH UNITS
OF MEASURE
Acre:

.4047 hectares

Actus:

120 ft. square

Amphora:

2 urnae, approx. 6 gallons

Culleus:

20 amphorae, approx. 120 gallons

Denarius:

4 Sestertii (HSS)

Hectare:

2.47 acres, 10,000 sq. meters
100 hectares=l sq. km.

Iugerum:

240X120 ft., 28,800 sq. ft., approx. 5/8
acres, 1/4 hectare.

Modius:

Approx. 1 peck, dry measure

Sestertius:

2.5 asses, 2 denarii

Reproduced from Frayn, Subsistence Farming in Roman Italy. 1979,
p. 11, and from Cato and Varro. W.D. Hooper, transl., Loeb
Classical Library, 1934, repr. 1960, p. 531.
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